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Kurzfassung
Der Einsatz von Grafikkarten und das Paradigma von massiven parallelen Berechnungen
ist in vielen Forschungsgebieten immer relevanter geworden. Aktuelle Entwicklungen von
Plattformen, wie OpenCL und CUDA, ermöglichen den Einsatz von heterogenen parallelen
Berechnungen in diversen Gebieten. Die effiziente Nutzung von paralleler Hardware erfordert
jedoch sowohl tiefgründige Kenntnisse im Bereich der parallelen Programmierung als auch
der Hardware selber.
Unser Ansatz beschreibt eine domänen-spezifische Sprache, die eine schnelle Entwicklung
von parallelen Programmen ermöglicht, sowie Visualisierungen, die das Laufzeitverhalten von
parallelen Programmen darstellt. Unsere Visualisierungen zeigen die konkreten Interaktionen
mit der Hardware, was das Verständnis des Programms unterstützt und die Ausnutzung der
einzelnen Hardwarekomponenten aufzeigt. Des weiteren aggregieren wir Verhalten, welches
zu bekannten Problemen in parallelen Programmen führt und präsentieren anhand dieser
Daten strukturierte visuelle Ansichten.
Wir erweitern Standardmethoden wie Debugging und Profiling mit einem visuellen Ansatz,
der eine problemspezifischere und detailliertere Analyse des Programms bietet. Unser System
liest und interpretiert Programmcode zusammen mit benutzerspezifischen Annotierungen
und ermöglicht damit eine automatische Instrumentierung des Programmes. Die daraus
entstehenden Daten werden direkt mit der bekannten D3 (data-driven documents) Bibliothek
visualisiert.
Eine Demonstration unseres Ansatzes zeigen wir in zwei Fallstudien. Dabei nehmen wir
eine visuelle Analyse von Bankkonflikten vor und zeigen Divergenzen im Kontrollfluss des
Programmes auf. Die Fallstudien untersuchen zum einen verschiedene Implementierungen
von paralleler Reduktion und zum anderen ein übliches Beispiel aus der Bildverarbeitung
(alle Beispiele sind dem OpenCL SDK von NVIDIA entnommen). Wir zeigen anhand dieser Beispiele, dass unsere Visualisierung ein direktes Verständnis über das Verhalten des
Programms erleichtert. Des Weiteren wird ersichtlich, dass sich die Effizienz von den verschiedenen Implementierungen der parallelen Reduktion direkt in unseren Visualisierungen
widerspiegelt.
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Abstract
The utilization of GPUs and the massively parallel computing paradigm have become increasingly prominent in many research domains. Recent developments of platforms, such as
OpenCL and CUDA, enable the usage of heterogeneous parallel computing in a wide-spread
field. However, the efficient utilization of parallel hardware requires profound knowledge of
parallel programming and the hardware itself.
Our approach presents a domain-specific language that facilitates fast prototyping of
parallel programs, and a visual explorer which reveals their execution behavior. With the aid
of our visualizations, interactions with the hardware become visible, supporting the comprehensibility of the program and its utilization of the hardware components. Furthermore, we
aggregate behavior that leads to common issues in parallel programming and present it in a
clearly structured view to the user.
We augment the standard methods for debugging and profiling by a visual approach that
enables a more problem-specific, fine-grained way of analyzing parallel code. Our framework
parses all program code and user-specified annotations in order to enable automatic, yet
configurable code instrumentation. The resulting recordings are directly linked to interactive
visualizations created with the well-known D3 (data-driven documents) framework.
To demonstrate our approach, we present two case studies about the visual analysis of
memory bank conflicts and branch divergence. They investigate different parallel reduction
implementations and a common image processing example (all from the NVIDIA OpenCL
SDK). We show that our visualizations provide immediate visual insight in the execution
behavior of the program and that the performance influence of the implementations is directly
reflected visually.
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CHAPTER

Introduction
”The free lunch is over“ [Sut05]. Sutter reveals that the performance boost of central processing units (CPUs) seems to plateau, contrary to the exponential growth during the previous
decades as predicted by Moore’s law. It is a well-known claim that ”parallelism is the future
of computing“ [OHL+ 08]. Computational requirements increase continuously and parallel
computing provides the means to tackle this issue. Especially the utilization of the graphics
processor unit (GPU) for general parallel computations is common practice nowadays [ND10].
The GPU has evolved from a pure graphics processor into a general programmable parallel
processor. The ubiquitous access of the GPU, which is present on desktop computers, hybrid
compute clusters and even in laptops and smartphones facilitates the wide-spread usage of
parallel computing. The parallel computing paradigm has also become increasingly prominent
in many research domains, being used to solve the demands of various scientific challenges.
A brief look into history reveals the processing capabilities of the GPU. Until the year
2000, Intel’s ASCI Red [SDS+ ] supercomputer was the world’s most powerful computer with
1,34 teraFLOPS (floating-point operations per second). It occupied 1,600 square feet [MH98]
of floor-space and required 850kW. In 2013, NVIDIA exceeded the computational capabilities
of this supercomputer with a single video card. The GTX Titan, equipped with a Kepler GPU,
has a computational power of 4,5 teraFLOPS [JLP+ 13] and only consumes 250W. This is
more that three times the computational power of the world’s fastest supercomputer in the
year 2000 and it only requires a fraction of its space and energy.
However, the fundamental principle of parallel computing is based on the fact that tasks
are solved in a parallel manner. These tasks are broken into discrete parts, which are then
carried out simultaneously in order to improve the performance. The real world consists of
countless events that are massively parallel, hence parallel computing has applications in
diverse areas, such as medical imaging and diagnosis, economic modeling, climate simulation
and data mining. Nevertheless, not every task is parallelizable because sequential constraints
can occur. An instance is illustrated by the women-child example, which reads as follows:
One woman can carry a child in nine months, however, nine women are not able to carry one
1
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child in one month. ”The bearing of a child takes nine months, no matter how many women
are assigned“ [Bro75]. Despite the sequential constraints, even this task can be parallelized
through replication. Hundred women can carry out hundred children in nine months.
The progression of parallel computing has entailed a number of new developments.
Besides the evolution of the GPU, platforms like OpenCL [SGS10] and CUDA [NBGS08]
established the utilization of parallel computing through the definition of general interfaces
for the usage of parallel hardware. These tools offer direct access to parallel computation
elements of the processing units. Programmers of parallel applications require a deep
knowledge of the underlying hardware architecture in order to implement programs that
execute efficiently. Furthermore, parallel computing differs fundamentally from sequential
computing. Traditional approaches are not applicable anymore and the implementation,
debugging and profiling of parallel applications is comparably tedious. For instance, the
concept of a breakpoint is not directly applicable to parallel programs, since these programs
are executed on multiple execution units. To apply breakpoints in parallel programs, a
compatible break condition must be formulated. For instance, the break condition could
define a stop when the first execution unit encounters the breakpoint. However, at the time
the execution stops, only the specified unit is guaranteed to be in the execution state of where
the breakpoint is located in the program’s structure
Furthermore, achieving efficient parallel code is a complex optimization problem, and a
time-consuming, error prone task [JTD+ 12]. The problem is multi-objective since different
constraints influence the performance of the program. Optimizing for instruction-throughput
may decrease memory-throughput and thereby not benefit the overall performance, and
vice-versa. This is the reason for programmers having to deal with complex code, errors, and
performance guess work.
Parallel program visualization addresses these issues by presenting visual representations
of the program’s intrinsic behavior. It offers techniques, which aid developers in improving
the performance of their software. Performance visualization deals with the collection of
performance data as well as their presentation to the user. In addition, the visualizations
do not only support performance improvements, but also the general understanding of the
execution behavior, and the detection of erroneous code.

1.1

Motivation

Researchers frequently encounter programming challenges that could be solved efficiently in
a parallel manner but they often possess only limited experience in parallel programming. A
user study of parallel libraries reveals that developers misuse them so that their code runs
sequentially instead of in parallel and that this yields unnecessarily complex code [OD12]. This
illustrates the complexity and importance behind the understanding of parallel programming.
The execution of parallel programs is often seen as a black box, where input and output are
known, but only little is displayed about the execution of the code. However, this is crucial
for the understanding, correctness and performance. Tools like NVIDIA NSight [NVIc], Visual
Profiler [NVIf] and VampirTrace [JBK+ 07] tackle this issue and support debugging, profiling
2
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and analysis of parallel programs. These tools provide facts on the application-level such
as idle times of the processors, timings of memory transactions, as well as statistics on the
kernel-level, such as branch divergence, memory bank conflicts and occupancy.
In essence, the above mentioned tools are devised to show ”What is going wrong“. In
contrast to these tools, the aim of this work is to allow programmers to quickly test their
hypothesis on ”Why is something going wrong“. For parallel program visualization, we
collect execution data and map it onto visual representations that follow the semantics of the
underlying hardware architecture. We provide rapid insight into the program behavior and
facilitate interactive exploration. Furthermore, rather than offering a static analysis and a
fixed set of statistics, we enable the user to express fine-grained analyses of a specific problem
through code annotations and dynamic instrumentation of GPU kernels.

1.2

Contribution

Our framework comprises three major components:
(1) the definition of a domain-specific language (DSL) for writing kernel code,
(2) a source-to-source compiler that performs just-in-time compilation of the DSL to fully
instrumented OpenCL code, and
(3) a powerful interactive visualization interface based on the D3 (data-driven documents)
visualization framework [BOH11].
Our approach enables a very specific, user-centered analysis, both in terms of the code
instrumentation and the visualization itself. However, instead of having to manually write code
that constructs the visualization, simple code annotations are introduced. They determine
configurations for the source-to-source compiler to automatically generate instrumented code,
which gathers additional data during the execution. The visualization part of our framework
enables the interactive analysis of kernel run-time behavior in a way that is specific to a
particular problem or optimization goal. Examples are: the analysis for causes of memory
bank conflicts, the investigation of branch divergence, and the understanding of different
implementations of a parallel algorithm. By using a clearly defined interface between data
generation and visualization, the users can extend our visualizations or write their own. Our
developed prototype targets OpenCL kernels. However, the same approach is applicable to
the CUDA platform [NVIa] since the introduction of its run-time compilation feature.
The framework provides capabilities for visual program analysis that go beyond existing
applications. We augment the standard methods for debugging and profiling by a visual
approach that enables a more problem-specific, fine-grained way of analyzing code. Our
framework parses all kernel code and user-specified annotations, which enables automatic
code instrumentation. The recorded program behavior is displayed and the interactive
visualizations are directly linked to the kernel code.
3
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Furthermore, we provide an evaluation of our visual exploration approach with the aid
two case studies. For this purpose, two algorithms are investigated, first, an image filtering
example, which shows the impact of branch divergence on our visualizations. Second, we
present a case study of multiple implementations of parallel reductions that lead to different
performance characteristics.

1.3

Structure

This thesis is structured in the following way: In Chapter 2, a contextual overview of the
fundamentals of this work is presented, serving as a more detailed introduction to parallel
programs and the execution hardware. Related work in the realm of parallel program
visualization, as well as domain-specific languages is reviewed in Chapter 3. The main
methodology of this work is presented in Chapter 4, which describes the utilization of visual
exploration for parallel programs. Chapter 5 explains the design of the developed DSL.
The implementation of our work is outlined in Chapter 6. Our evaluation of this work is
described in Chapter 7, which demonstrates the visual exploration of bank conflicts and
branch divergence. Finally, in Chapter 8 conclusions are drawn and the thesis completes with
an outlook of possible future work.

4

CHAPTER

Fundamentals
In order to provide a contextual overview for the subsequent chapters, several core concepts
of parallel computing are described in the following. Starting with a brief explanation of
OpenCL basics, important considerations regarding the performance of parallel programs are
following.
compute device
compute device
compute device
host

compute device

compute unit

processing element

Figure 2.1: The OpenCL platform model consists of a host application that controls various
compute devices. A compute device consists of numerous compute units that are divided into
processing elements [Gro].

5
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2.1

Parallel Computing and the OpenCL Terminology

In contrast to traditional sequential computing, where every computation is executed consecutively, parallel computing provides vast performance boosts through parallel execution.
It is extensively used in the area of visual computing and simulation, because many tasks
naturally lend themselves to parallel execution, e.g. molecular dynamics, image processing,
climate modeling and traffic simulation. Additionally, due to the breakthrough of the GPU,
driven by the video game industry [NHKM14], and the breakdown of the graphics hardware
pipeline into programmable components, which restricts the GPU no longer to graphical tasks,
parallel computing has become a wide-spread paradigm for many scientific applications.
Furthermore, as a result of the recent progress of platforms like CUDA and OpenCL, easy
access to the power of the GPU for parallel computation is facilitated.
Within this work, the OpenCL standard is used to execute parallel programs, due to
its platform independency and just-in-time compilation capabilities. OpenCL is an open,
royalty-free, cross-platform standard. OpenCL exposes its core API in C, yet there are various
wrappers that also enable access in different languages. Parallel programming is realized
with the OpenCL C language, which utilizes a subset of ISO C99 with additional extensions
for parallelism.
We start with an outline of the different concepts and models of OpenCL. Note, that due to
the complexity of OpenCL, we only explain context that is directly related to this work. For a
comprehensive description of OpenCL we refer to the OpenCL specification [Gro]. A broader
introduction to parallel computing is found in the book ”Programming Massively Parallel
Processors [KWm12]. An introduction to OpenCL is provided by the OpenCL Programming
Guide [MGMG11].

2.1.1

Platform Model

A platform model describes how the hardware is abstracted to be comprehensible by the
user. The OpenCL platform model consists of a host, which is connected to one or more
compute devices, as depicted in Figure 2.1. The host is responsible for the management
of data and the execution of parallel programs on those devices. Host and devices have
separated address spaces, and memory transfer between the two is explicitly invoked by the
host. A compute device consists of multiple compute units. Within each compute unit there
are several processing elements.
The specific mapping of this model depends on the deployed hardware. Various devices
support OpenCL [Khr], the majority consists of CPUs and GPUs. For instance, CPUs of common
workstations are frequently used as host, whereas a compute device optimally has a large
number of parallel processors. Due to this reason, the GPU is often used as a target device. In
the case of NVIDIA GPUs, the compute unit is realized as so-called ”streaming multiprocessors“,
where each multiprocessor is of a SIMD (single instruction, multiple data) architecture.
6
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work group
work item

local size (0)

local size (1)

...

...

...

global size (1)

...

...
global size (0)
Figure 2.2: OpenCL execution model [Gro].

2.1.2

Execution Model

OpenCL applications are mainly divided into two parts, namely kernels, which are programs
that are executed in parallel on OpenCL compute devices, and the host program. The host
program is responsible for starting and managing kernels as well as their scheduling and
memory management. It also creates the connection to the devices and commands execution
of kernels. In OpenCL, an instance of a kernel program is called a work item. Work items are
organized into work groups, as depicted in Figure 2.2. A work group consists of several work
items, which are uniquely identified by either the local id and the work group id, or by the
global id. The local id is unique within a work group.
This execution model supports data-parallel as well as task-parallel programming models.
Data parallelism is typically mapped onto compute units, while task parallelism can be
mapped onto compute units or compute devices, as well as be split between host an devices.
In this work, we are solely focused on data parallelism, since this is the more important
paradigm in GPU compute systems.
7
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host
host memory

compute device
global and constant memory

work group

work group

asds
local memory

asds
local memory

...
work item
private
memory

...

work item

work item

private
memory

private
memory

...

work item
private
memory

Figure 2.3: The OpenCL memory model illustrates the different memory regions within the host
and the compute devices [Gro].

2.1.3

Memory Model

The Khronos Group developed the memory model in a way that closely resembles the one of
current GPU hardware, although this does not limit the adoptability by other devices. The
memory model, as shown in Figure 2.3, consists of distinct memory regions that are specific to
certain execution elements. Host memory is visible from the host only, but not further defined
by OpenCL. To make data on the host accessible on OpenCL devices, it has to be transferred
through the OpenCL API. Unlike host memory, global and constant memory as well as private
memory are located on the compute device. The private memory region is accessible per
work item. Local memory is the region of memory that is local to the corresponding work
group. Global memory can be accessed by any work group of the compute device.
In a typical setup that uses a GPU as compute device, data is transferred between host
and global memory on the compute device. The transfer is handled over the PCIe bus. This
bus sets the upper limit for data transfer speed between host and compute device, but is
generally not the limiting factor of parallel computations.
8
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2.2

Performance and Profiling

The performance of parallel programs is largely dependent on three factors. First, the
utilization of the hardware, which includes optimal memory transfer between host and
compute devices, as well the exploitation of processor capabilities. Second, the memory
throughput, which is significantly influenced by the way memory is accessed and copied
between the different regions of memory. Finally, the performance of parallel programs
is dependent on the instruction throughput. Parallel computing is based on concurrency.
Diverging control flows for work items that are executed in parallel contradict this model and
cause slowdowns. In the following, two key topics are reviewed that are typical candidates
for investigation in the context of performance profiling.

global memory

half warp
(a) Coalesced memory access, but not all work items participate.

(b) Memory access pattern is out-of-sequence.

(c) Sequential but misaligned memory access.

Figure 2.4: The illustration shows three different memory access patterns for global memory.

2.2.1

Memory Access

The memory access of local and global memory demands special attention. Inefficient access
patterns are often the main cause for a significant slowdown in performance.

Coalesced Global Memory Access
One of the most important considerations for performance is coalesced access of global
9
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memory. This means that parallel running work items benefit vastly from accessing nearby
memory. A compute device is capable of returning whole blocks of global memory at once if
they are accessed simultaneously. The exact circumstances and the size of global memory
that a compute device can return in one block depends on the hardware implementation. In
the following, memory access patterns for NVIDIA GPUs are reviewed, which only differ for
the different compute capabilities. The term compute capability is introduced by NVIDIA to
classify their hardware into individual groups, each with consistent support for features.

global memory

half warp
Figure 2.5: Strided memory access.
The higher the compute capability, the more relaxed coalesced memory access is defined.
In general, memory accesses are based on half warps (16 work items). On NVIDIA hardware,
code is actually executed in batches of 32 work items, which is called a warp. NVIDIA [NVId]
illustrates various access patterns for coalesced and non-coalesced accesses. For compute
capability 1.0 and 1.1 every k-th work item of a half warp has to access the k-th word in a
memory segment to achieve coalescing. However, not every work item has to participate.
Figure 2.4a shows such an coalesced access pattern. This example would result in either one
or two memory transactions, as explained in the following. Memory segments are transferred
in the size of 32-, 64-, or 128-byte blocks per transaction. In case the accessed word size is
4-, or 8-byte, the example of Figure 2.4a results in a single transaction. In the case of 16-byte
addressing, two transactions are executed with 128-byte segments. The example shown
in Figure 2.4b has a memory pattern that is out-of-sequence. This results in 16 separate
32-byte memory transactions and a corresponding decrease of performance. Figure 2.4c
illustrates misaligned memory access of two different segments, hence the memory access is
not coalesced. Devices with compute capability 1.2 and higher can access words in any order.
Each addressed segment in a half-warp results in one memory transaction. However, even in
compute capabilities above 1.2, efficient memory access is important for optimization. For
instance, a common appearance in parallel computing is strided access of memory, as shown
in Figure 2.5. Even though memory access is coalesced, the performance is still compromised
since only half of the transferred memory is actually used for computation.

Bank Conflicts in Local Memory
Local memory is on-chip memory and therefore much faster than global memory. Note,
that the term local memory has a different meaning in the CUDA specification. CUDA uses
the term shared memory for OpenCL’s local memory. Local memory is equally divided into
10
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Bank
Address
Address
...

1

2

3

...

0, 1, 2, 3
128, 129, 130, 131
...

4, 5, 6, 7
132, 133, 134, 135
...

8, 9, 10, 11
136, 137, 138, 139
...

...
...
...

Table 2.1: Illustration of local memory byte addresses with a setup of 32 memory banks.

multiple modules called memory banks. Devices with compute capability 1.x have 16 memory
banks and devices with compute capability 2.x have 32 banks. Successive 32-bit words in
local memory are assigned to successive memory banks. An illustration of local memory byte
addresses with 32 memory banks is shown in Table 2.1.

memory bank

work group
half warp
Figure 2.6: A 2-way bank conflict on local memory with a setup of 16 memory banks.
Different memory banks can be accessed simultaneously. However, if multiple work items
attempt to access the same memory bank at the same time, a bank conflict arises and the
access is serialized. The only exception to this rule is a broadcast. In case all of the work
items in a half warp access the same address within a memory bank a broadcast happens
and no bank conflict occurs. Figure 2.6 shows a common example that uses a strided access
pattern. Since memory banks are accessed by more than one work item, bank conflicts occur.
This incident is known as a 2-way bank conflict.

2.2.2

Control Flow and Synchronization

Using efficient memory access patterns is important to achieve a high memory throughput.
However, also the instruction throughput plays a considerable role in performance. The main
subjects in this context are control flow and synchronization.

Control Flow
Control flow in parallel programs plays a significant role regarding performance. Parallel computation in OpenCL follows the SIMD architecture of the GPU. Several processing
elements perform the same instruction on multiple data elements. In case different work
11
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work item

warp
...

instruction

...

branch condition

...

code path A

...

code path B

Figure 2.7: This illustration shows the execution of code for the case of a work item divergence.
items need to execute different instructions, a so-called work item divergence can occur. Work
item divergence only plays a role within a warp. In case these work items execute different
branches of conditionals, all work items have to execute both branches (see Figure 2.7). The
execution cost in case of a branch divergence increases to the sum of the different branches.

Synchronization
In case the order of the execution influences the outcome of the program, data dependency occurs. When a work item writes to a memory location of local or global memory, it
is not guaranteed that the memory is updated if another work item addresses this memory
location. This can result in unpredictable behavior and is called out-of-order execution,
and leads to the necessity of memory synchronization. The OpenCL C language supports
local and global barriers, which are responsible for the synchronization of local and global
memory, respectively. A barrier statement in a program forces all work items of a common
work group to wait, until all of them encounter this statement. Afterwards, their parallel
execution continues [Gro]. When a barrier is passed, all write-accesses to the memory of
the corresponding work group are guaranteed to have executed. Obviously, barriers can
slow down the performance of a program dramatically, since work items are temporarily
stalled. Synchronization of memory between work groups within the kernel is not possible.
It can only be realized on kernel-level through the termination of kernel programs, as shown
in Chapter 7.3 by means of parallel reduction. The consecutive steps of the reductions are
synchronized with several invocations of the same kernel.
If parallel programs are not properly synchronized, data races can occur. A data race
happens if two work items access the same memory location and at least one of them writes
to this location. The user can resolve this issue by inserting a barrier in between the two
operations, otherwise the behavior is undefined. The OpenCL specification [Gro] states that
in case a barrier occurs in a conditional statement or in a loop, all work items must encounter
the barrier before any is allowed to continue execution. However, GPUVerify [BCD+ 12] shows
that in practice, programs can be implemented with barrier divergence resulting in different
results depending on the GPU architecture. Barrier divergence describes a behavior where
work items of the same work group diverge and reach different barriers. This illustrates
12
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the issues that come along with synchronization of parallel programs. Aside from corrupt
results that can be produced with wrongly placed barriers, parallel programs can often be
implemented in different ways requiring more or less memory synchronization, which strongly
effects performance. Chapter 7 shows examples of the effect of different implementations.
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CHAPTER

Related Work
The first part of this chapter reviews work that covers visual exploration of parallel programs.
Visualizations are frequently used to depict the behavior of software and to display collected
debug or profiling information. In general, the visualization of information that is related
to the runtime behavior of systems or applications is called software visualization [GME05].
Software visualization utilizes techniques like tracing and recording, or measuring techniques
to gather information, which is subsequently presented to the user through visual representations. The second part of this chapter briefly discusses the current state of the art in
domain-specific languages associated with parallel computing.

3.1

Visual Exploration of Parallel Programs

There is as wide range of applications for visualizations in the context of parallel programs.
The main reasons to apply visualizations are the support in understanding the behavior of
the program, the provision of profiling information, and the detection of erroneous code.
Visualizations facilitate a rapid insight into the behavior through visual representations of the
hardware. The behavior of parallel programs is significantly more complex than that of their
sequential counterparts.
A broad overview of the visualization of parallel programs is presented in the book
”Visualization of Scientific Parallel Programs“ [TU94]. It does not refer to current frameworks,
such as CUDA or OpenCL, but provides a valuable outline of the major challenges occurring
during the exploration of parallel programs. The challenges outlined in the book are:
• Increased Complexity: Concurrency adds an additional level of complexity to the
program in comparison to sequential programs.
• Nondeterminism: Programs can become nondeterministic and may show non-reproducible behavior, due to data races.
15
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• Probe Effect: Observing the parallel program often leads to additional instructions in
the code, in case the observation is not integrated in hardware. This can influence the
program and may change the outcome [Gai86].
• Lack of a Synchronized Global Clock: Difficulties arise in reproducing the exact order
of events, because of the missing of a global clock system.
Furthermore, the book outlines several approaches to parallel debugging. The following
points are not only applicable for debugging, but also for profiling and the provision of a
general understanding.
• Extending Traditional Debugging: Fundamental concepts of traditional debugging,
e.g. exceptions, can be extended to parallel programs.
• Event Histories: Event histories or trace files are responsible for logging information
about the program’s execution. After the termination, they can be utilized for the
investigation of anomalies.
• Use of Graphics: The benefit of visualizing information for a better understanding has
become evident, especially in the visual analytics community. Collected information
can be visualized through simple textual representations up to complex interactive
renderings.
• Static Analysis: Certain anomalies can be detected automatically and do require
visualizations, such as synchronization errors and data-usage errors (e.g. reading of
uninitialized variables).
There are several tools, presented in the following, which exploit these points in different
ways. In our context, software visualization is divided into two categories:
• Static Software Visualization: Static software visualization refers to visual representation of software before it executes. Related data is usually acquired through the analysis
of the source code. Most of the approaches that fall into this category make only very
limited use of visualizations. The acquiring of data is realized through the analysis of
the program’s source code. Tools like GPUVerify [BCD+ 12] formally analyze OpenCL
and CUDA kernels in order to prove their correctness. The correctness is shown through
the detection of issues like data races, which make the execution non-deterministic.
• Dynamic Software Visualizations: During the execution of a program, it runs through
a complex process of interaction with the hardware, which builds the basis for related
visualizations. Visual representations of dynamic software basically depicts the behavior
of the program in a broad sense. This includes visualizations of memory accesses,
communication between different parallel units, and control flow of the execution.
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Figure 3.1: The visualization of the surface normals indicates errors that appear on the edges of
the above shown surface [CE99].

3.1.1

Visual Exploration for Understanding and Debugging

A common concept for visualization software, is to encode debugging information within
the already existing structures. Figure 3.1 illustrates a geometry with color encoded surface
normals. Errors become clearly visible on the edges of the surface. A case study [CE99]
indicates that conventional debugging tools are inadequate and that visualizations support
the user to quickly grasp errors that would take hours to find otherwise. They state that due
to the capabilities of the human eye, debugging visualizations immediately reveal patterns or
mistakes indicating wrong behavior of the program.
One of the issues in debugging parallel programs, is the lack in control from the computedevice side. In current GPU hardware, the only way to hand control over to the CPU, is the
termination of the kernel. Due to this reason there are several approaches that tackle this issue.
Hou et al. [HZG09] present a GPU interrupt mechanism, which is used for the debugging
of GPU stream programs. Data flow instructions are automatically added to a program in
order to detect memory errors and to trace errors back through related work items. The GPU
interrupt mechanism facilitates the calling of CPU functions from within the kernel, thus data
flow recordings can be directly sent to CPU memory. The interrupt mechanism is realized
by a compiler that translates the interrupt call into a kernel termination. After the kernel
termination, the CPU takes control and executes the required functions. Subsequently, the
17
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kernel is re-launched and the processor context is set to the preceding state. This approach has
certain limitations, such that processor states like shared memory and barrier synchronization
are not supported. Additionally, the approach implements a dataflow visualizer, which,
however, only provides rudimentary visualization metaphors, such as the encoding of data
into circles with varying color and size.

Figure 3.2: Visual Exploration of a parameter space through scatterplot matrices of feature
vectors [MBRG13].

3.1.2

Visual Exploration for Profiling

Profiling parallel applications is usually an experimental multi-objective task. Several constraints have to be balanced to achieve a suitable setup for maximum performance. The
purpose of visual exploration for profiling is the provision of visual representations that
support this process. A comprehensive state of the art report about performance visualization
is presented by Isaacs et al. [IGJ+ 14]. The works reviewed in the following are categorized
by the method that is used for data extraction:

Instrumentation-based Methods
Mindek et al. [MBRG13] propose a technique for the visual exploration of parameter space
in GPU programs. They consider a GPU program for visualization as a mapping between the
data and a visual representation controlled by parameters. The set of possible combinations
of values of these parameters build the parameter space. The usual way of analyzing visual18
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ization algorithms and the effect of parameter variations is to examine the resulting image.
In this case, the parameter space itself is visualized to enable visual exploration. For this
reason, a domain-specific language is introduced that can be added into the existing shader
program in the form of code annotations. The language is capable of extracting feature
vectors that consist of parameters or data attributes used in the shader. Feature vectors are
then visualized in scatterplot matrices to provide an overview of their relationships, as shown
in Figure 3.2. This figure provides a linked view between the rendered image (right side)
and the scatterplot matrices of the feature vectors (left side). The green dot in the rendered
image depicts one pixel and is linked to the corresponding feature vectors in the scatterplots,
also depicted as green dots.

Interception-based Methods
The work of Strengert et al. [SKE07] implements a system to analyze shader code written in the OpenGL Shading Language. It intercepts OpenGL calls as they are invoked and
replaces the original shader program with an instrumented one. Instrumentation of the program facilitates the inspection of variables at arbitrary code positions and stores information
about loops, conditionals and function calls. A debug environment allows the user to inspect
any OpenGL call and step through the associated vertex, fragment or geometry shader code.

Emulation-based Methods
The work by Rosen [Ros13] is closely related to our approach. It visually investigates the
behavior of shared and global memory. The approach provides a hierarchical view on memory
access. The topmost stage provides an overview of all work items, structured in separate
work groups (see Figure 3.3 (left)). The view is broken down into a visualization of separate
warps, as shown in Figure 3.3 (middle), where the lowest level of the view hierarchy shows
memory access within a single warp. The color encoding in Figure 3.3 (right) highlights
differences in the warps specified by a metric. For instance, the three blocks (label C) in
the warp view indicate difference in active work items, shared memory accesses, and global
memory accesses. However, the approach is not based on a real execution of CUDA code but
on simulation with GPU Ocelot [DKK09], a binary translation framework.

Miscellaneous Methods
Isaacs et al. [IBJ+ 14] investigate event traces of large-scale parallel programs. They propose
the utilization of a timeline view for the visualization of parallel execution traces. Logical
steps are represented by blocks and lines indicate communication between them. Instead
of using the physical time for ordering blocks in the timeline, they propose to use a concept
called logical time, which corresponds more closely to the code structure. The logical time
represents before and after relationships instead of exact timings. This is similar to our
approach for the sorting of memory access events, as described in Chapter 4.2.1.
A novel visualization for cache behavior is proposed by Choudhury et al. [CR11]. They
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Figure 3.3: The overview on the left side shows the analysis of memory accesses in a parallel
program for all work items, which are structured in separate work groups. The middle part
breaks this view down to the level of separate warps. Each row in the warp section consists of
three blocks that show the result of different metrics, which indicate the amount of difference
within a warp [Ros13].
map different cache hierarchies to a circular view, as depicted in Figure 3.4. An increase in
distance of the cache to the processor is encoded accordingly in the view with an increasing
distance to the center. The lines represent cache accesses. The three views in the figure
illustrates the behavior of a bubble sort algorithm. Bubble sort continuously sweeps over
a work set and swaps the remaining largest element to the correct location. The sweeps
become progressively shorter and caching improves, which is reflected in the images.
Moreover, there are a number of commercial tools, such as NVIDIA Nsight [NVIc], AMD’s
gDEBugger [AMDb] and its successor CodeXL [AMDa].

3.2

Domain-Specific Languages for Visual Computing

The definition of a domain-specific language (DSL) is rather vague, as it leads to the question
of what constitutes a domain. Some languages may offer features for a particular domain
in addition to general language features. The general consensus is that a DSL incorporates
particular domain knowledge into the language in contrast to a general-purpose language
(e.g. C, Java or Python), which is supposed to be applicable for many domains. According
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Figure 3.4: The illustrations depict cache hierachies and corresponding accesses. An increasing
distance to the center indicates an increasing distance of the cache to the processor. A bubble
sort algorithm applies progressive sweeps through a list of elements to be sorted and swaps the
remaining largest element to the correct location. Since the sweeps continuously become shorter,
caching of the work set progressively improves, as indicated in the above image [CR11].
to this definition, even low-level shader-languages, such as Cg or GLSL, are regarded as
DSLs, since they incorporate the knowledge of the graphics pipeline. This shows that the line
between general-purpose languages and DSLs is blurred. In this work, low-level languages for
parallel programming, eg. OpenCL and CUDA, are regarded as general-purpose languages,
even though they are explicitly developed for the parallel programming domain. Languages
that incorporate domain knowledge beyond this point are considered DSLs.
A comprehensive overview of the general development of DSLs is provided by Lengauer
et al. [BDO04] and by Fowler [Fow10]. The latter classifies the context of DSLs into three
categories: internal DSLs, external DSLs and language workbenches.
• Internal DSL: Internal DSLs, also called embedded DSLs, use the syntax of their host
language while adding domain-specific data structures, methods or routines. They
are similar to a library of this language, although they differ in interface style. The
interface of the DSL is more fluent and uses local domain definitions. An examples is a
domain-specific xml scheme.
• External DSL: An external DSL is defined in an own language, uses its own syntax and
semantics and also its own parser.
• Language Workbench: Language workbenches basically consist of toolsets for DSLs.
They support designers in the creation of a parser and offer features like text editors
with syntax highlighting.
There are many occurences of variations and hybrid styles of these groups. For instance,
ViSlang [RBGH14] can be regarded as a language workbench even though it also provides its
own DSL. It supports the implementation of new DSLs via a plugin mechanism. DSL plugins
are integrated into the existing language. A special keyword in the ViSlang code (”using“)
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followed by the name of the DSL, indicates that the remaining code is parsed and executed
through the plugin until the keyword is used again. ViSlang is used for the creation of our
DSL.
Algorithm 3.1: Halide code example [RKAP+ 12].
Func halide_blur(Func in)
{
Func tmp, blurred;
Var x, y, xi, yi
// the algorithm
tmp(x, y) = (in(x-1, y) + in(x, y) + in(x+1, y))/3;
blurred(x, y) = (tmp(x, y-1) + tmp(x, y) + tmp(x, y+1))/3;
// the schedule
blurred.tile(x, y, xi, yi, 256, 32);
.vectorize(xi, 8).parallel(y);
tmp.chunk(x).vectorize(x, 8);
return blurred;
}

There are several DSLs for parallel computing focusing on various objectives. For instance,
the DSL Halide [RKAP+ 12, RKBA+ 13] introduces a system to decouple algorithms from
schedules. A schedule describes the locality and time dimension of an algorithm. This includes
memory layouts, execution order and caching structures. This separation facilitates an explicit
description of the algorithm logic, but renders it independent of its schedule. Moreover, the
user can experiment with different schedules to pursue performance improvements without
changing the algorithm logic. Stochastic methods also facilitate automatic search for efficient
schedules. Algorithm 3.1 shows a simple code example of a 3 × 3 box filter written in the
Halide language. The difference between algorithm and schedule is clearly visible. The first
part implements the logic of the blur function, whereas the second part defines the schedule.
The functions tile, parallel, vectorize and chunk are individual specifications of the schedule.
In contrast to Halide, Vivaldi [CCQ+ 14] emphasizes flexibility and usability rather than
the improvement of rendering quality and pure performance. It is a python-based language,
which hides the details of memory management and data communication. It is influenced
by Shadie [HWCP10], a domain-specific language for visualization that also uses a pythonlike syntax. Vivaldi targets volume processing and visualization on cluster architectures
of heterogeneous computing nodes and attempts to simplify their usage. Furthermore, it
implements library functions to provide a number of tools for the visualization domain, such
as neighborhood iterators to efficiently access neighborhood values and halo communicators
for accessing neighborhood voxels.
The domain-specific language Diderot [CKR+ 12] specializes on the particular context
of continuous tensor fields in order to support programs for biomedical image analysis
and visualization. It adopts the mathematical notation of vector and tensor calculus for
programming, and deploys a C-like syntax for computational notion. A Diderot program
consists of global definitions, an initialization part and a so-called strand. A strand represents
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the parallel part of the program like kernels do in CUDA or OpenCL.
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Figure 4.1: The visualization rendering pipeline in relation to our visual exploration approach
of parallel programs.
The essential approach of visualizing parallel programs is closely related to the standard
visualization pipeline, as depicted in Figure 4.1. At first, data is acquired during the execution of the program. It contains information, such as memory accesses, the branching
of a program, and work item communication. During the next step, the resulting data is
processed for the transformation into a meaningful representation as preparation for the
following visualizations. Subsequently, the data is mapped onto visual representations before
it is finally rendered. The rendering part is realized by the web browser, which renders canvas
or svg elements.

Detail Level
We divide the investigation of parallel programs into three different levels:
• Application-level: Provides a broad overview of the program’s execution. It often
25
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consists of timeline views [NVIf], which depict activities for both, host and compute
device side. For instance, it facilitates the investigation of kernel runtimes, and memory
transfers between host and compute devices.
• Kernel-level: Analysis on the kernel-level offers information about the inner behavior
of individual kernels. Usually, statistics about occupancy, memory traffic and pipe
utilization are shown. A typical tool for this task is NVIDIA Nsight [NVIc].
• Source-level: The source-level analysis drills further down to the source code of
kernels. It provides detailed information about, e.g. memory transactions, including its
backtracing to instructions, statistics about branch divergence, as well as information
about the execution number of instructions [NVIc].
The above mentioned abstraction levels are usually deployed in the named order, to start with
an overview and then proceed with details on demand. After the issue is roughly localized,
kernel- and source-level analysis are utilized to further narrow it down. In the course of this
work, the focus is put on source-level analysis and its corresponding visualizations. However,
in contrast to other tools, the presented framework puts emphasize on the ”why something
goes wrong“ instead of ”where“. In some cases, we assume that the kernel, or part of the
kernel that is supposed to be investigated, is already known.

Data Types
Parallel processors usually provide special dedicated hardware for performance investigation.
They appear in the form of registers that are used to record data about processor events
over time. These hardware counters store events like cache misses, number of floating-point
operations and number of memory accesses. More elaborate hardware can also store hardware samples, which contains additional information, such as the corresponding function
pointer to an instruction instead of simply aggregating counts. NVIDIA grants access to their
hardware counters with their CUPTI API [NVIb], which many profiling tools use for data
acquisition. The usage of such counters benefits from the hardware implementation though
limits the analysis to general statistics.
Traces facilitate a more comprehensive analysis of the execution though suffer from
additional code that has to be added to record the data. A trace is a log of events, which
are recorded during the execution of a program. Examples for events are memory accesses,
conditionals, and procedure entry or exit. In contrast to hardware samples, traces can store
arbitrary additional information that belongs to the context of the event, such as the current
state of the program, the line of the source code it origins from, or the current timing. In order
to realize tracing, additional code has to be added to the original program. This is usually
done with instrumentation techniques either applied to the binaries or to the source code.
Adding code to the program introduces a computational overhead and makes it susceptible
to the probe effect. However, keeping the additional code minimal, reduces these risks, and
the investigation of the program is not performance critical.
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The plain code also provides information that is used for the investigation of the program.
It contains the structure of the program, and its semantics enable later inferences from
collected data back to the code. Furthermore, the static analysis of the code facilitates data
independent investigation, that reveal possible defects like data races [BCD+ 12].

Purpose
Visual exploration of parallel programs facilities various purposes, where the most common is usually profiling. It enables the revealing of performance bottlenecks along with
the detection of possible causes. Performance optimization of parallel programs is typically
characterized with the following measures:
• Utilization: Exploiting parallelism on application-level increases the overall utilization
of the hardware. The memory transfer between host and device and the idle time of
compute devices has substantial influence on performance, and benefits greatly from
parallelism.
• Memory throughput: Non-coalesced memory patterns, as well as the sheer number
of memory accesses influences the memory throughput. Avoiding bank conflicts and
optimizing these patterns increases the performance.
• Instruction throughput: Any control flow instruction can significantly affect the performance by causing branch divergence. By minimizing control flow and synchronization
the instruction throughput increases.
The goal is to utilize visualizations in order to assist the user to pursue the above mentioned
objectives. Nevertheless, also debugging purposes are supported by visual exploration. Offering tools for simple extraction of data, connected to suitable visualizations, might help to
expose anomalies and helps in the comprehension of a program. Visualizing the execution of
the program in a suitable way supports the understanding of the code and ideas for optimization.
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kernel reduce0(global float *g_idata,
global float *g_odata, int n)
{
local float sdata[64];
@watch sdata;
// load shared mem
int tid = get_local_id(0);
int i = get_global_id(0);
if(i < n) {
sdata[tid] = g_idata[i];
}
else {
sdata[tid] = 0;
}
barrier(CLK_LOCAL_MEM_FENCE);
for(int s=1; s < get_local_size(0); s = s* 2) {
// modulo arithmetic is slow!
if ((tid % (2*s)) == 0) {
sdata[tid] = sdata[tid] + sdata[tid + s];
}
barrier(CLK_LOCAL_MEM_FENCE);
}
// write result for this block to global mem
if (tid == 0) {
g_odata[get_group_id(0)] = sdata[0];
}
}

Execution

Data
Acquisition

Figure 4.2: Data for the visual exploration of parallel programs is acquired either from the plain
source code, or using recordings during the execution of the program.
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Data Acquisition

Acquisition of data for the visual exploration of parallel programs has basically two different
sources (see Figure 4.2). First, the raw code of the program itself. It is often analyzed to infer
its structure and various static information as mentioned above. Second, the execution of the
program, during which data is recorded. These recordings are either data from hardware
counters or from data traces. The acquisition of data from hardware counters is realized
with dedicated APIs, which are usually provided by the hardware vendors. A common way
of generating traces is by manual code insertion by the user. This is useful for special cases
where the user demands uncommon data or simply wants to investigate parts of his own
data structures. However, in general it is cumbersome and defeats the purpose of a quick
investigation. Code instrumentation simplifies this task by automatically modifying the
program and inserting the necessary code. It is applied on either the source code before
compiling, or applied on the binaries after the compilation.
A major challenge in data acquisition of parallel programs is the one-sided communication
between host and devices. Once a device starts its dedicated task, there is no communication
until the task is finished. That means the results of a kernel can only be read back after
its termination. Current graphics drivers do not allow communication from the GPU to the
CPU. Collected data is hence transferred after termination, which limits the amount of data
available for one kernel run to the available device memory. In order to circumvent this
issue, Hou et al. [HZG09] present a mechanism to interrupt a kernel and to call the CPU
from inside the kernel. This enables the direct sending of data to the host, although the
algorithm is limited to save the state of the processor. After the interruption, the processor
state has to be fully restored in order to ensure correct results. For instance, features such
as the restoration of local memory and synchronization barriers are not supported. Stuart
el al. [SCO11] present an approach, called GPU-to-CPU callbacks, for the communication
from GPU to CPU. This approach uses zero-copy memory to realize the callbacks. Zero-copy
memory directly maps host memory to GPU memory and enables its access from the GPU.
However, depending on the architecture and the implementation by the vendor, this can
result in expensive data reads over PCIe.
To overcome the drawbacks of the above mentioned approaches we utilize device memory
and store data in global memory. The apparent disadvantage of this method is that we
are bound to the device memory size. Furthermore, since OpenCL does not allow dynamic
memory allocation, the required memory has be determined beforehand. This sets an upper
limit on the traces. Many profiling tools deal with this issue by invoking the kernel multiple
times. In the following we present the recordings and tracing methods of our framework.

4.1.1

Manual Recording

Manual recording requires the user to change the code, which is tedious but a reasonable
option for extracting arbitrary data values that are not covered by our provided concepts.
It is common practice to manually write debug data into buffers and send it to the host for
inspection. We shorten this approach by offering simple code annotations that automatically
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deal with memory allocation and data transfer to our visual explorer. Furthermore, our
approach benefits from fast turnaround times. It is often critical to change code and quickly
see its results. Long build times and setups contradict this principle. A typical OpenCL
application has to compile the OpenCL API code (C code) in addition to the kernel. Our
approach solely requires the re-compilation of the OpenCL kernel, in case the user makes
changes. This significantly improves turnaround times.

4.1.2

Memory Access Traces

As mentioned before, the investigation of memory accesses is one of the most important steps
for profiling. In our approach, we instrument every memory access in the code to acquire the
concerning data during the execution. This collection is configured by the user through code
annotations. Our resulting memory events consist of the following data fields:
•
•
•
•

global id
event type
code line
memory address

The event type specifies the kind of memory access happening (read or write), or the occurrence of synchronization barriers. It is important to store the barriers in the same trace
to restore the proper order of events afterwards. It is not possible to access a clock during
the execution of a kernel and therefore all events are stored within work items but not in
between work groups. The global id determines the work item that invoked the event, and
the memory address reveals the reference of the accessed memory. Using the work-group size
and the global id we can compute the local id. In order to link the access to the source code,
the line of code is also stored. Note that this is the line of the original source code (not the
instrumented one), which allows us to link events with the source code in the visualization.

4.1.3

Conditional Branch Traces

Branch divergence has a significant impact on the performance of parallel programs. In order
to collect related data, we store the branching of each work item in a individual event with
the following data fields:
• global id
• branch stream
• stream length
We can store the exact branching through the instrumentation of every conditional and
iteration in the source code. In every resulting event the global id is stored to trace back
the work item it origins from. Additionally, each event contains a binary branch stream
in combination with its length. The branch stream contains true or false values for each
executed iteration or conditional.
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Figure 4.3: Dataprocessing.

4.2

Data Processing

After the data acquisition, the collected data is processed (see Figure 4.3) for a more suitable
representation in regard to visualization, and similar data is aggregated.

4.2.1

Sorting of Memory Events

During the tracing of memory accesses all events are stored in a vector. The order of events
within a work group is preserved but shuffled in between work groups. The recording of the
synchronization barriers enables the sorting of events in regard to the logical time, which
defines before and after relationships.

4.2.2

Processing of Branching

The processing of the branching uses the plain source code, as well as branch traces recorded
during the execution. A semantic model of the program’s structure is created during the
processing of the code. We call the aggregation of warps with the same branch divergence
proxy warps. They are computed after the collection of all traces.

Semantic Model
The semantic model is a result of the static analysis of the program’s source code. This
model reflects the semantic structure of the code regarding its branch points. It enables to
trace back any collected branches to the corresponding parts of the source code. The model
is represented as a tree, which consists of three different kind of nodes, shown in Figure
4.4a. Unconditional code is illustrated as a white circle. It consists of any code sequence that
does not contain a branch statement. Blue circles represent conditionals, and orange circles
iterations. Conditional and iteration nodes are both regarded as branching statements. A line
connects a node to its child, or its inner part. Iteration and condition nodes are duplicated in
the graph for a clear graphical representation and the duplication is depicted in faded colors.
Figure 4.4a illustrates an example of a resulting branch tree next to the corresponding code
in Figure 4.4b.
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unconditional code
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(a)

undconditional code;
if condition then
undconditional code;
else
undconditional code;
for start to end do
undconditional code;
end
undconditional code;
end
undconditional code;
if condition then
undconditional code;
else
undconditional code;
end
undconditional code;
(b)

Figure 4.4: An example for a branching graph is shown in (a) with the corresponding source
code in (b). Each white node represents unconditional code, each blue node a condition and
orange nodes represent an iteration. Nodes that are connected with a dashed line represent the
same node and are depicted in faded color. They are duplicated in the image for the purpose of a
clear graphical representation.

The branching of the execution of a program is stored into a binary stream. Through
instrumentation each branching statement of the code appends true in case the branch condition is fulfilled, false otherwise. Due to iterations, a branching statement may append
multiple values to the binary stream during execution. Algorithm 4.1 illustrates the decoding
of a bit stream for a given branching graph. Note, that the algorithm skips unconditional
nodes for simplification. The tree is traversed recursively starting with the first node. It
then distinguishes between conditionals and iterations. In case of conditionals the next bit is
fetched from the stream and the branch is chosen accordingly. Subsequently, the function is
called recursively for the respective part. The function eat_bit fetches the current bit from
the stream and sets a pointer to the next one. In case of an iteration node, a loop checks the
bit of the stream until it is false.
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Algorithm 4.1: Algorithm for the traversal of a given branching graph and stream.
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Algorithm traverse(node, stream)
if type_of(node) == control_flow then
if eat_bit(stream) then
traverse (node.ifPart, stream)
else
traverse (node.ElsePart, stream)
end
end
if type_of(node) == iteration then
while eat_bit(stream) do
traverse (node.innerPart, stream)
end
end
if node.hasChild then
traverse (node.child, stream)
end

Proxy Warp
During the execution of the program warps we store the branching of each work item.
This information is collected to investigate branch divergence. Branch divergence happens on
warp level hence we summarize the data accordingly. Then all warps that suffer from branch
divergence are filtered. This still leaves an overwhelming number of warps to investigate.
Generally many warps possess the same branching behavior. Therefore, proxy warps are
introduced in order to limit the number of warps that have to be investigated. A proxy warp
represents all warps that contain the same branching. Consider a warp as follows:
w = (t 1 , t 2 , ..., t n )

(4.1)

Each warp consists of n work items and each work item follows a certain branching during
execution. The branching of the m-th work item in warp w is donated with β(w, m).
β(w, m) = (b1 , b2 , ..., bk ), b ∈ {0, 1}

(4.2)

The length k of a branching can change for every execution and is depending on the input
data of the program. Each b represents a branching node with a value of either 0 or 1. We
define the branching of two warps to be equal with:
w a = w b ↔ ∀ n ∈ [1 .. N ] : β(w a , n) = β(w b , n)

(4.3)

A proxy warp represents all warps with equal branching. Using this aggregation, the user
can focus on investigating the proxy warp with its representative behavior for all equal
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warps. A use case, which shows proxy warps in the context of understanding and analyzing
performance in an image processing example is presented in Chapter 7.2.
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Figure 4.5: Visualization mapping.

4.3

Visualization Mapping

This visualization mapping step of the pipeline deals with the mapping of recorded data to
meaningful visual representations. In the case of visualizing parallel programs there are three
prominent topics to differentiate:
• Hardware: The visualization of the underlying hardware is essential to understand
its influence on performance and the overall behavior of the program. Memory fields
are frequently visualized as blocks in grids [Ros13, CPP08] with color coded read and
write access.
• Software: One of the main aspects of the exploration of parallel programs is the
visualization of the set of instructions (software) that controls the application. Recorded
events of instructions are often used for visualization and shown in icicle plots [KL83]
to depict the concurrent and chronological component of the execution. Node link
layouts [CHZ+ 07] are used to represent call graphs of functions and hovering over a
node of the graph highlights the corresponding source code [ABF+ 10].
• Synchronization and Communication: The visualization of the synchronization and
communication between work items grants insight into their relation. It also reveals
sections of idle times, which occur if work items wait for synchronization or kernels
wait for results.
Our visualization views incorporate the above mentioned aspects and are presented in the
following.
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Figure 4.6: Visualization of local memory accesses in a graph. A blue block depicts a write
access, a light blue block depicts a read access and a gray block encodes a synchronization barrier.
Different work items are spread along the x-axis. The y-axis represents the logical time.

4.3.1

Visual Encoding of Memory Accesses

We introduce a view that depicts memory access and synchronization barriers in a block
view, as shown in Figure 4.6. Each block represents one specific event. The y-axis shows
the trace of events from each work item. Read and write accesses are sorted according to
the synchronization barrier. There is no exact timing of the events, synchronization barriers
provide only before and after relations. Nevertheless, this means that all events within two
barriers are executed during the same time span. The view grants insight into the number
of events each work item produces, as well as their relation to the hardware and the line of
code. Hovering over an event, highlights the corresponding field in the memory bank and
the corresponding word, in addition to the related line in a source code view. Hovering over
a memory bank highlights all events that accesses this memory bank, as shown in Figure
4.7. This visualization facilitates the exploration of efficient memory accesses, as well as the
exploration of bank conflicts.

4.3.2

Visual Encoding of Branching

Branch divergence is visually encoded in a donut chart, as shown in Figure 4.8. The donut
chart depicts the different branching patterns of a warp. Equal branchings are aggregated
and depicted as a connected region with a distinct color. In order to reduce the total number
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Figure 4.7: If the user hovers over a memory bank field, all corresponding memory access blocks
are highlighted.
of warps in the visualization, only proxy warps are depicted. They build an aggregated view
of warps with the same branching pattern. The number inside the donut chart shows the
total number of warps that are represented by this chart.

4.3.3

General Visual Mapping with D3

The proposed visualization approach is easily extensible using JavaScript and the D3 library.
Annotated data structures are already inserted automatically in a web-browser environment
and directly accessible. A collection of D3 charts is provided with simple configuration
parameters. They follow the guidelines of reusable charts proposed by Bostock [Mik]. The
available visualizations include: Line Charts, Scatter Plots, Multi-Bar Charts, and Stacked-Area
Charts.
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Figure 4.8: Illustration of the branch divergence of a warp as a donut chart. The different
regions shown in the illustration depict distinctive branchings within the warp. Each branching
is executed by a number of work items displayed by the numbers in the individual regions. The
number in the center of the illustrations shows the number of warps that are represented by the
proxy warp.
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Our system design is based on two scenarios: first, a user has an existing kernel, or second,
the user utilizes our system to create a kernel from scratch. Both approaches benefit from the
visual exploration support, either in the course of implementation, or through the investigation of the already implemented kernel. In both cases, we concluded that the utilization of a
DSL for this purpose proves to have numerous benefits, as outlined in the following:

• Fast prototyping: Our framework automatically creates the setup and boilerplate code
that is required for the generation and execution of parallel programs. They remain
hidden from the syntax of our DSL. In addition to that, the DSL does not need to
separate between host and device data, since their transfer is also managed by the
framework. Furthermore, the turnaround time significantly benefits from our approach,
since our DSL is a combination of interpreted and just-in-time compiled language. The
resulting OpenCL kernels are compiled in the background.
• Instrumentation: In order to record data during the execution of the program, certain
parts in the code have to be instrumented. Instrumentation requires the knowledge
of the code structure. A DSL creates this structure during the parsing process. The
resulting abstract syntax tree (AST) can be utilized for automatic instrumentation.
• Semantic Model: Not only instrumentation, but also the analysis of branching patterns
requires the structure of the code. Again, this structure can be inferred from the AST.
• Code Annotations: The recorded data during the execution of a parallel program
usually produces numerous and broadly defined traces. Typically, the user is only
interested in a subset of the traces. Code annotations facilitate a fine-controlled level
of granularity to configure the creation of traces.
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• Link to visualizations: Linking of resulting data to visualizations can be directly
incorporated into the DSL. This is advantageous, because it only presents one simple
interface to the user for the whole process of kernel creation and exploration.
• Data structures: The usage of a DSL enables extensibility for new and optimized data
structures. For instance, JiTTree [LBG+ 16] shows this by implementing a sparse volume
data structure integrated in our language system. This structure is optimized and able
to adapt to specific datasets during runtime. The access of the data structure is hidden
from the user and does not add complexity to the language.
In case these points are regarded separately, numerous approaches for implementation
would be possible. However, in combination, a DSL is the perfect fit, since it provides the
means to implement all of the above mentioned aspects in one consistent interface. The
design of our DSL is presented in the following.

5.1

Language Structure

Our DSL is closely related to OpenCL 1.2 but consists of three additions:
• Kernel: Equivalent to OpenCL, the kernel is the part of the code that executes parallel
computations on compute devices. Kernel definitions are marked with the keyword
”kernel“ and are implemented in a similar fashion to the definition of a common method.
Invoking a kernel in our language will automatically transfer its passed arguments from
the host to the compute device. Example code is:
using DSL;
kernel myKernel(global float ∗ in, global float
{
int id = global_id(0);
out[id] = in[id]*2.0;
}
using;
float[512] in;
float[512] out;
// generate input data
// ...
DSL.setLocalWorkSize(32,1);
DSL.setGloballWorkSize(512,1);
DSL.myKernel(in, out);

∗

out)

• Annotations: Annotations can be inserted in between standard instructions of the
implemented code. They configure the instrumentation of the source code. Annotations
are not part of the logic of the algorithm and are only used to extract data for debugging
and profiling purposes. Annotations can also be deactivated on demand. Compiling the
code without the instrumentation leads to a clean OpenCL kernel that is not influenced
in its performance. Example code is:
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kernel myAnnotatedKernel(global float
{
local float dataA[128];
local float dataB[128];
@watch dataA;
@watch dataB;
}

∗

in, global float

∗

out)

• Visualization: The configuration of the visualization is defined outside of the kernel
source code. It enables the linking of collected data to visual representations. They
are defined in a declarative style, in order to provide fast and simple specifications.
Example code is:
kernel myKernel(global float ∗ in, global float ∗ out)
{
//...
int idX = get_global_id(0);
local float data[128];
@emit float emittedData[128];
emittedData = data[idX];
}
@bind ["class":"stackedAreaChart", "data":["emittedData"]]
//...

5.2

Syntax

Our syntax closely resembles the OpenCL C language, which provides two benefits. Firstly,
familiar users are not required to learn new language concepts, which is usually the greatest
drawback of a DSL. Secondly, it enables the insertion of existing OpenCL kernels without
changes to the existing code. The supported language constructs combine the definition
of the actual program, code annotations, and visualization linking. Figure 5.1 shows the
syntax in extended Backus-Naur form for the most important language constructs. Trivial
language constructs are not further defined here, hence their syntax is equal to OpenCL C.
Our language supports constructs, such as conditionals, loops, declaration and assignments.
In addition to that, we support a range of OpenCL constants and address qualifiers. The
ultimate goal is to be completely compatible with any OpenCL kernel. One advantage of
our DSL in comparison to OpenCL C is that data is automatically available from the host as
well as the compute device side. Furthermore, kernel arguments are not set via an API, as in
the case of OpenCL. They are automatically set, triggered by the invocation of a kernel. The
whole setup of a kernel and its specification are also handled in the background and not part
of the syntax. Furthermore, adding specific data structures to the language can be realized
without changes to the syntax, as explained in Section 6.
The user can add code annotations in between any instructions of the code. To clearly
distinguish code annotations from the basic language they start with a leading ”@“-sign. Code
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program
device_program
configuration
kernel

instruction

expression

code_annotation
watch_statement
emit_statment
chart_declaration

=
=
=
=
,
,
=
|
|
|
|
|
|
=
|
|
=
|
=
=
=
,

device_program, configuration
{kernel}
{chart_declaration}
”kernel“, identifier
”(“, type, identifier , {”,“, type, identifier} ,”)“
”{“ , {instruction} , ”}“
if_statement
while_statement
for_statement
function_declaration
declaration
assignment
code_annotation
terminal_expression
arithmetic_expression
boolean_expression
emit_statment
watch_statement
”@watch“ identifier
”@emit“ identifier
”@bind[ class:“, identifier ,
”data: [“, identifier , {”,“, identifier}, ”]“

Figure 5.1: DSL syntax in extended Backus–Naur form.

annotations are less intrusive to the program code than the manual adding of instructions
for data extraction. Through the insertion of annotations in a specific line of code, the user
specifies where the recording of the data starts. However, the watch_statement and the
emit_statement have to be inserted after the definition of the targeted variable.

5.3

Data Types

Besides the support of primitive data types, such as boolean, integer and float, the language
supports a number of vector and abstract types. A list of supported data types is presented
in Table 5.1. The definition of vector-component addressing is described in the OpenCL
Specificaton [Gro]. The size of a vector data (n) in our language is either, 2, 3, 4, 8 or 16.
Besides common C-style arrays, our language also supports 2D images and samplers. Images
are read with the instruction ”read_imagef(image2d_t img, sampler_t sampler, int2 coord)“,
which return a float between zero and one. A sampler object controls how elements of the
image are read. For the detailed description of samplers see the OpenCL Specification [Gro].
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Scalar Types

Description

bool
char
uchar
short
ushort
int
uint
long
ulong
float
half

either true or false (size depends on vendor implementation)
8-bit signed
8-bit unsigned
16-bit signed
16-bit unsigned
32-bit signed
32-bit unsigned
64-bit signed
64-bit unsigned
32-bit float
16-bit float

Vector Types

Description ( n ≤ [2, 3, 4, 8, 16] )

charn
ucharn
ushortn
intn
uintn
longn
ulongn
floatn

n 8-bit signed
n 8-bit unsigned
n 16-bit unsigned
n 32-bit signed
n 32-bit unsigned
n 64-bit signed
n 64-bit unsigned
n 32-bit float

Abstract Types

Description

image2d_t
sampler_t

2D image handle
sampler object
Table 5.1: List of supported data types.

5.4

ViSlang Environment

Our DSL is developed as plugin for ViSlang. ViSlang is a comprehensive system for domainspecific languages in the context of scientific visualizations. It provides its own base language,
which facilitates easy data handling and processing and realizes calls of implemented plugin
methods. A major advantage of the DSL being a ViSlang plugin is the provision of already
existing resource types and data structures. Furthermore, it allows the user to build up on
existing plugins, such as plugins for data generation, or data processing.
Kernels written in our DSL are registered in the ViSlang environment after they are parsed.
The user can utilize ViSlang to create and process the data before the kernel is invoked.
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...

resources

vislang runtime

OpenCL DSL

Figure 5.2: The illustration shows the relationship between ViSlang and its plugins.
For instance, a kernel with the name sobelKernel and arguments is invokable through the
ViSlang runtime with DSL.sobelKernel(...). The passed parameters have to correspond to the
defined arguments. For a detailed definition of the language and a specification of features
see [RBGH14].
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Framework

reusable charts

OpenCL DSL

...

resources

vislang runtime

D3 extensions

volume shop

memory view

visual explorer

branching view

Figure 6.1: The framework architecture of our system. Our OpenCL DSL serves as a plugin for
the ViSlang framework. The VolumeShop framework underlies all modules and provides the
connection between the vislang runtime and the visualizer.
The presented domain-specific language is implemented in C++ and based on the ViSlang [RBGH14] and VolumeShop [BG05] framework. The parser utilizes the spirit parser
framework, which is part of the well-known boost libraries [Kar05]. The interactive visualizations are web-based and created with HTML, CSS, JavaScript and the D3 library [BOH11].
The set of charts provided in our visual explorer are created with the aid of NVD3 [NVD], a
JavaScript library for re-usable charts, implemented with D3.
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Figure 6.1 presents an overview of the framework architecture. Our OpenCL DSL serves
as a plugin of ViSlang. The Volume Shop core underlies the architecture and provides the
connections between visual explorer and the ViSlang runtime. The visual explorer provides
different views for the visualization of branchings, memory accesses and individual charts.

6.1

Interface

Figure 6.2 shows the graphical user interface of our integrated system. The editor shown
in Figure 6.2a is used for the implementation of kernels in our DSL, as well as for the
generation of test input data and the computation of kernels. When the program is run it
automatically translates the DSL to OpenCL code, interprets the commands for the input
generation, enqueues the kernel, waits for the result and visualizes the additional data that
was generated during the execution of the kernel. An immediate visual response is shown
in the visual exploration panel in Figure 6.2b. For convenience our system also integrates a
console shown in Figure 6.2c and a global variable view shown in Figure 6.2d.

6.2

Language Implementation

The language is implemented as a source-to-source compiler. The code submitted by the user
runs first through a parser and the resulting AST is then interpreted by a code generator,
which creates the actual OpenCL code. The particular steps of the code generation process,
shown in Figure 6.3, are explained in the following.

6.2.1

Lexical and Syntactic Analysis – Parser

The first step after a user submits the program is the lexical and syntactic analysis. The
input is then split into a sequence of tokens. Subsequently, the parser examines the syntactic
correctness of the tokens. For the examination a predefined grammar is used. The parser
recursively analyzes and matches the tokens for confirmation to the rules of the grammar.
The tokenizer and parser of this framework are built on top of the boost spirit framework,
which is a recursive descent parser generator implemented in C++. It handles the lexical
analysis by automatically structuring the input into the above mentioned tokens. During
the parsing step, the AST is computed, which represents the structure of the program.
Furthermore, our parser supports error messages that contain the corresponding line of code
and the exact character of the occurring error.

6.2.2

Semantic Analysis and Code Generation

The code generator module is responsible for the semantic analysis, as well as the generation
of OpenCL code. This step verifies the semantic correctness with the aid of a symbol table,
which is progressively built during the analysis process. In case of a semantic error, the
code generator outputs an error message, which contains the line of code where it occurs
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(d)

(a)

Figure 6.2: Graphical interface of our integrated system that provides interactive visualizations of parallel programs: (a) shows the
source code editor, (b) shows the visual exploration panel that is linked with (a). (c) shows a console and (d) the global variable view.

(c)

(b)

6.2. Language Implementation
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DSL code
1
2
3
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27

OpenCL code

AST

kernel reduce0(global float *g_idata,
global float *g_odata, int n)
{
local float sdata[64];
@watch sdata;
// load shared mem
int tid = get_local_id(0);
int i = get_global_id(0);
if(i < n) {
sdata[tid] = g_idata[i];
}
else {
sdata[tid] = 0;
}
barrier(CLK_LOCAL_MEM_FENCE);
for(int s=1; s < get_local_size(0); s = s* 2) {
// modulo arithmetic is slow!
if ((tid % (2*s)) == 0) {
sdata[tid] = sdata[tid] + sdata[tid + s];
}
barrier(CLK_LOCAL_MEM_FENCE);
}
// write result for this block to global mem
if (tid == 0) {
g_odata[get_group_id(0)] = sdata[0];
}
}

Lexer

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27

Grammar

Parser

kernel reduce0(global float *g_idata,
global float *g_odata, int n)
{
local float sdata[64];
@watch sdata;
// load shared mem
int tid = get_local_id(0);
int i = get_global_id(0);
if(i < n) {
sdata[tid] = g_idata[i];
}
else {
sdata[tid] = 0;
}
barrier(CLK_LOCAL_MEM_FENCE);
for(int s=1; s < get_local_size(0); s = s* 2) {
// modulo arithmetic is slow!
if ((tid % (2*s)) == 0) {
sdata[tid] = sdata[tid] + sdata[tid + s];
}
barrier(CLK_LOCAL_MEM_FENCE);
}
// write result for this block to global mem
if (tid == 0) {
g_odata[get_group_id(0)] = sdata[0];
}
}

Symbol Table

Code Generator

Execution

Configuration

OpenCL Manager

Figure 6.3: The consecutive steps of the code generation process. First the code is submitted by
the user and then analyzed in the parser. The lexer splits the input into tokens and the parser
validates its syntactic correctness on the basis of a predefined grammar. The resulting AST is then
used to generate valid OpenCL code by the code generator. In the last step, the OpenCL manager
compiles and executes the code.
and indicates the wrong symbol. Furthermore, it provides hints about the error cause, e.g.
revealing if a used symbol is not yet defined.

6.2.3

Code Execution

Once the actual OpenCL code is generated, it is dispatched to the OpenCL manager for
compilation. The manager also comprises a configuration for the OpenCL execution. The
configuration consists of information, such as work-group size, deployed OpenCL extensions,
and OpenCL build options. Our DSL provides two methods (setLocalWorkSize(int, int),
setGlobalWorkSize(int, int)) to set the local and global work-group size, respectively. Our
implementation currently supports two-dimensional kernels only. Nevertheless, this is not a
limitation of the approach and can easily be extended in future work.

6.3

Code Instrumentation

The code instrumentation step is incorporated into the code generation process, as described
in Chapter 6.2. During the traversal of the AST, we instrument conditionals and variables to
produce traces. In detail, every time a conditional is traversed, we insert a function call that
appends the corresponding trace. We utilize the comma-operator in order to be minimally
intrusive to the code. Algorithm 6.1 provides example code that contains a simple for-loop.
The corresponding instrumented code is shown in Algorithm 6.2. The instrumented code
consists of a structure definition for branching traces and a function for adding a binary
encoded branching to the current trace. Furthermore, right before the condition in the for
loop, the function add_bit is called to store the outcome of the condition.
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Algorithm 6.3 shows an example that contains the declaration of a local variable, as well
as its read and write access. The corresponding instrumented code is shown in Algorithm
6.4. The instrumentation shows that after each access, a function call is added to the code, in
order to create a new event that stores the related information.
Algorithm 6.1: Original code of branching example.
kernel void program(args)
{
for(int i = 0; i < n; n++)
{
// ...
}
}

Algorithm 6.2: Instrumented code of branching example.
typedef struct
{
uint2 gID;
uint branchStream;
uint streamLength;
} _BranchTrace;
void add_bit(bool c, _BranchTrace
{
trace->branchStream += c;
trace->branchStream <<= 1;
++trace->streamLength;
}

∗

trace)

kernel void program(args, __global _BranchTrace ∗ _traces, __global int
{
for (int i = 0; _add_bit(i < n); i < n; n++)
{
// ...
}
_traces[atomic_inc(&_counter[0])] = trace;
}

∗_

counter)

Algorithm 6.3: Original code of memory access example.
kernel void program(args)
{
local float sdata[64];
float x;
@watch sdata;
sdata[0] = x;
x = sdata[0];
}
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Algorithm 6.4: Instrumented code of memory access example.
typedef struct
{
uint gID_0;
uint gID_1;
uint type;
int address;
uint codeLine;
} _MemoryEvent;
void _add_event(__global _MemoryEvent ∗ traces, uint type, uint codeLine, uint
address, __global uint ∗ _counter)
{
_MemoryEvent event;
event.gID_0 = get_global_id(0);
event.gID_1 = get_global_id(1);
event.type = type;
event.codeLine = codeLine;
event.address = address;
traces[atomic_inc(&_counter[0])] = event;
}
kernel void program(args, __global _MemoryTrace ∗ _traces, __global uint
{
local float sdata[64];
float x;
sdata[0] = x;
_add_Event(traces, 0, 3, &sdata[0]), _counter);
x = sdata[0];
_add_Event(traces, 1, 4, &sdata[0]), _counter);
}

6.4

∗_

counter)

Structures and Memory Management

We use the boost compute library [Lut] for efficient management of data structures. It
supports arrays with complex structures and also handles the memory transfer between
host and compute device. Our system automatically triggers the memory transfer when a
kernel is called. A memory manager keeps track of the allocated memory and organizes the
proper deletion. A common interface for data structures provides the means to extend the
system with new data structures. The implementation of the interface has to handle the
corresponding argument setting for the kernel and to expose functions for the read and write
access of the data structure.
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6.5

Visualization Implementation

We use the QT WebKit [QT] module to deploy the web browser of QT to insert our visualization
in our web-based environment. The data that is acquired during the execution of the program
is translated into the QT Object Model in order to enable its transfer into the QT web browser.
Every time, the user changes the visualization configurations or executes the kernel we send
the required information to the browser and call the corresponding update functions of the
web page. Furthermore, we pass information about our used hardware to our visualization
system, such as memory bank size and warp size in addition to information about the execution
setup like local and global work group size.
We utilize the D3 (data-driven documents) framwork [BOH11] to create visualizations.
The set of re-usable charts is created with the NVD3 library [NVD]. The data transfer between
the program and the visualization plugin is realized mainly with JSON encoded objects.
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CHAPTER

Case Studies and Evaluation
Parallel programs are typically designed for high-throughput and performance. The complexity of the underlying hardware architecture directly impacts the complexity of the code. In
many cases multiple implementations of the same algorithm compete for optimal performance
and memory usage. Our system aims to enhance the understanding of parallel programs,
their competing implementations, and their possible impact on performance.
In this Chapter we discuss the design choices of our system and highlight the features
that help to achieve these goals. We evaluate them with two case studies that exemplify the
implementation of parallel programs. The evaluation focuses on the following criteria:
(1) Code Understanding: The goal of a visualization is to improve the understanding of
the explored algorithm. It is important that the semantics of parallel programs and especially of the hardware are mapped to visual representations. The visualization should
improve the readability of the algorithm and thereby enhance the user’s understanding.
(2) Program Comprehension: The connection between the visualizations and the source
code of the algorithm is important to enable the user to understand the program not
only in its functionality, but also on a code level, as well as its runtime behavior. The
system is useful if different implementations as well as different invocations of kernels
result in visualizations that clearly show these differences.
(3) Predictability: The impact of different runtime patterns, branching patterns, and
memory access patterns should be reflected in the visualization. The system should allow
the user to derive where performance issues originate. The measurable performance
should improve if the visualizations indicate that the implementation improved.
In Section 7.1, we first describe the composition of views and analyze the turnaround
times of our system. The analysis is performed in order to evaluate the usability and flexibility
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of our system. Then, we present two detailed case studies of an image filtering program
(Section 7.2) and the investigation of multiple implementations of the parallel reduction
algorithm (Section 7.3).

7.1

Turnaround Time and View Composition

A major aspect in the workflow of debugging and profiling is the provision of fast response
times and the possibility to quickly change various setups and implementations. The usual
approach of testing different setups is realized by manually changing the code of the application and the subsequent re-compilation and execution. Visual debugging of parallel
programs typically involves tedious setup of visualizations that are cumbersome and rigid.
Our system simplifies and shortens this process through fast turnaround times of our language.
The reason for fast turnaround times and increased flexibility is that is a combination of an
interpreted and just-in-time compiled language, which omits a costly pre-compilation and
the manual mapping from debug data to visualizations. The user simply changes code, adds
code annotations and triggers the execution during the runtime of the parallel programs. All
steps are integrated in our system, happen during the runtime of our system and are hidden
from the user. We first describe the composition of views that were used in our case studies
an later report the turnaround times for these cases.

Figure 7.1: Illustration of the debug view, which depicts 2D data in various charts.

7.1.1

Debug View

The debug view is a simple composition of various charts, which depict 2D data. In most
debugging cases, the user manually adds code to the implementation to transfer intermediate
data of the kernel execution and then inspects the raw data. In our approach the user can
add a simple code annotation to emit data and subsequently a code annotation to bind it
to selected visualizations (see Chapter 5.2). The debug view automatically composes the
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chosen charts and inserts the corresponding data values, as illustrated for three variables
(e,f,g), in Figure 7.1.

Figure 7.2: The branching view is divided into an overview (top) and a number of proxy warp
illustrations (bottom). The overview consists of a histogram that reveals different branching
patterns and an image for image processing kernels. When hovering over an histogram bin
(as highlighted in the image) or over a region of the donut charts, work items that took the
corresponding branching pattern are highlighted in the input image. We assume a sequential
mapping of a pixel in the image to the corresponding computing work item.

7.1.2

Branching View

The purpose of the branching view is the support in the understanding of the investigated
implementation as well as to assist performance improvements. Control flow statements in
parallel programs potentially lead to branch divergence, significantly affecting the performance. In our system, we analyze different branching patterns by interpreting all branches
as binary decisions of the corresponding work item. These decisions are encoded as a bit
string, so that each work item can easily record the traversed branches during execution. The
resulting data is presented in the branching view that consists of an overview and visualizations of several proxy warps.

Branching Histogram Visualization
The top part of the branching view (see Figure 7.2) provides a first-level overview of the
investigated program. It consists of a histogram that reveals different branching patterns
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and an image that represents the input. The image only appears if the investigated program
actually has an image as input. The purpose of the histogram is to provide a rough but rapid
understanding of the execution of the program. Each bin of the histogram depicts a different
branching pattern. The height of a histogram bin indicates the number of work items that
execute the corresponding branching pattern. Since the x-axis in this visualization has no
semantic meaning by itself we sort the bins by their size. When hovering over a histogram bin,
as indicated with a red box in Figure 7.2, work items that took the corresponding branching
pattern are highlighted with red in the input image. Note, that we assume a sequential
mapping of a pixel in the image to the corresponding computing work item. Additionally, a
label appears, which shows the binary encoded branching pattern (top of label) and number
of work items that executed this branching pattern (bottom of label).
The branching view is also linked with the source code view. When hovering over a
histogram bin corresponding lines of code are highlighted. Figure 7.4 illustrates an example
of the code highlighting, which corresponds to the hovering happening in Figure 7.2. The
binary encoding of the branching pattern in Algorithm 7.4 is 111001. Code that is not
executed by the work items that are represented by the chosen bin is faded out. Conditionals
are color encoded with green, if their condition is evaluated to true, or red otherwise. Each
digit of the binary encoded branching pattern can be visually matched to the green (1) and
red (0) colored conditionals.

Proxy Warps Visualizations
The proxy warps visualizations in Figure 7.2 (bottom) reveals branch divergence and supports
the user in finding their causes. A proxy warp is visualized as donut chart. The number
of donut charts that appear in the visualization corresponds to the number of groups of
equal warps (as explained in Chapter 4.2.2). The number in the midst of the donut chart
shows the total number of warps that are represented by the proxy warp. The donut charts
are sorted in descending order accordingly to this number. Each region of the donut chart
represents a distinct branching pattern. The size of a region corresponds to the number of
work items that exhibit a particular branching pattern. The cumulative number of all regions
always corresponds to the number of work items within a warp, which is 32 for all hardware
architectures under investigation in the following use cases. When hovering over a region of
a donut chart, pixels that were processed with the corresponding work items that took the
corresponding branching pattern are highlighted with red in the input image. Furthermore,
different views are dynamically linked with each other. When the user hovers over a region of
a donut chart every memory access of corresponding work items are highlighted in memory
views, as illustrated in Figure 7.3.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 7.3: Linking between the branching view (top) and the memory view (bottom). When
hovering over an interactive item in the branching view, memory accesses of the corresponding
work items are highlighted in the memory view. For instance, if the user hovers over a region of
a proxy warp, as highlighted with the red rectangle in the image, corresponding elements are
highlighted in orange in the memory view.
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kernel sobel_kernel(read_only image img, global float *out)
{
int iImagePosX = get_global_id(0);
int iDevYPrime = get_global_id(1) - 1;
int iDevGMEMOffset = (iDevYPrime * get_global_size(0)) +
iImagePosX;
if((iDevYPrime > -1) & (iDevYPrime < iDevImageHeight) &
(iImagePosX < iImageWidth)) {
}
else {
}
if (get_local_id(1) < 2) {
if (((iDevYPrime + get_local_size(1)) < iDevImageHeight) &
(iImagePosX < iImageWidth)) {
}
else {
}
}
if (get_local_id(0) == (get_local_size(0) - 1)) {
if ((iDevYPrime > -1) & (iDevYPrime < iDevImageHeight) &
(get_group_id(0) > 0)) {
}
else {
}
if (get_local_id(1) < 2) {
if (((iDevYPrime + get_local_size(1)) < iDevImageHeight) &
(get_group_id(0) > 0)) {
}
else {
}
}
}
else{
if (get_local_id(0) == 0) {
if ((iDevYPrime > -1) & (iDevYPrime < iDevImageHeight) &
((get_group_id(0) + 1) * get_local_size(0) < iImageWidth)) {
}
else {
}
if (get_local_id(1) < 2) {
if (((iDevYPrime + get_local_size(1)) < iDevImageHeight) &
((get_group_id(0) + 1) * get_local_size(0)) < iImageWidth) {
}
else {
}
}
}
}
if((iDevYPrime < iDevImageHeight) & (iImagePosX < iImageWidth)) {
}

1
1
1

0

0

1
}

Figure 7.4: Branching pattern corresponding to Figure 7.2 (branching: 111001). Each conditional (rectangle) that is evaluated to true (1) is represented with green, each conditional that is
evaluated to false (0) is represented with red. Code that is not executed is faded out.

7.1.3

Memory View

Our system traces specified variables during the execution of a program. The tracing results
in a sequence of events that are recorded for each work item. In the memory view (see
Figure 7.5) read- and write-access to variable "sdata" as well as local and global barriers
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Figure 7.5: The memory view depicts memory accesses of a specified variable in blue and light
blue blocks. An illustration of the memory bank is shown in the lower part of the image. When
hovering a memory bank (indicated with red rectangle) the corresponding memory accesses are
highlighted in orange.
constitute events that are visualized with colored blocks. A light blue block represents a
read-access, a dark blue blocks a write-access, gray and green blocks represent local and
global barriers, respectively. The graph in the lower left part of the visualization shows the
memory banks of the local memory. The hardware architecture for the following use cases
has 32 memory banks. The x-axis represents the different work items of the execution. The
y-axis shows the events, in chronological order from top to bottom.

7.1.4

Turnaround Time

Table 7.1 shows the turnaround times of our system, in particular the turnaround time for
the parallel reduction implementation version 1 with varying numbers of elements to process.
The number of elements also indicate the global work size. The local work group size in
this setup is 64, and the maximum number of memory traces is 500.000, and 5.000.000
for branching traces. We need to set the maximum number of traces because the memory
of the compute device is statically allocated before the execution. We have measured the
performance on a desktop computer using a NVIDIA Quadro 6000, Intel Xeon X5675 @3.06
GHz and 32 GB RAM. The turnaround times include parsing, just-in-time compilation and
execution of the program for all cases and additionally the processing of profiling data, view
composition and rendering of the visualizations for the cases with instrumentation. The
branching view includes the visualizations for different control flows and the memory view
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shows visualizations for memory access patterns of a variable. They are further discussed
in the following. We only test a small number of elements since this is usually sufficient for
analysis due to the repetitive behavior of parallel algorithms. A higher number of maximum
traces would increase the turnaround time and the strain on GPU memory.
Nr Elements
256
2.560
25.600

No Instrumentation

Branching View

Memory View

Both Views

≈ 730 ms
≈ 843 ms
≈ 873 ms

≈ 1163 ms
≈ 1263 ms
≈ 2680 ms

≈ 996 ms
≈ 1489 ms
≈ 4102 ms

≈ 1354 ms
≈ 1773 ms
≈ 5372 ms

Table 7.1: Turnaround times for the parallel reduction implementation version 1 (see Chapter 7.3.1) using a local work size of 64. The leftmost column shows the number of elements used
in the parallel reduction and also indicates the global work size. The measurements include the
entire time, starting with the submission of the program, until the views are completely rendered.
The setup uses a maximum of 500.000 memory traces and 5.000.000 branching traces.

The measurements show that the user is able to experiment with different setups and
implementations within a matter of seconds. This facilitates the rapid testing and profiling of
competing implementations. The views are flexibly composed during runtime corresponding
to the generated profiling data. Our system provides three different views, the debug view,
the branching view, and the memory view.

7.2

Visual Exploration of Control Flow in Image Processing

A common concept in image processing is stencil computation. These stencil access pattern
sweeps over an array and applies operations on a local neighborhood. Accessing the values
of neighbors results in challenging control flows, due to the required border handling of the
image and the work groups. Issues related to border handling are an inherent part of stencil
computations on the GPU, but also frequently occur in other use cases like bricking, tiling,
and finite element simulations.
The algorithm we present in the following is an optimized implementation of a stencil
computation. It is a real world example in the sense that it is part of the Sobel Filter
implementation of NVIDIA’s OpenCL SDK [NVIe]. The complete conditional structure of the
stencil computation is shown in Algorithm 7.1. In this use case we focus on the memory load
part of the algorithm. Even though the memory load pattern is fairly complex, we show that
our branching view is capable of providing rapid insight into this pattern and the underlying
design choices that were made in regard to performance.

7.2.1

Algorithm Outline

A naïve way of realizing the memory loading part of stencil computations is to perform a
global memory access for every neighbor that is involved in the current computation, as
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global memory (nr of accesses)
3
1
2
4

6

work item

9

Figure 7.6: Overlay of a global memory region (gray) with region of work items (blue). The
different shades of gray indicate the number of accesses to this memory address for a 8-point
stencil. The number includes the additional access of the work item on the memory it overlays to
store the stencil computation. The red arrows illustrate the memory accesses to neighbors for
two exemplary work items. The local memory region at the border, which is not overlayed with
work items is called apron.

illustrated in Figure 7.6. The figure shows a region of memory (gray) overlayed with work
items (blue). The work items in their entirety represent the local work group size [16,8]. The
different shades of gray indicate the number of accesses. The red arrows illustrate memory
access to neighbors for two exemplary work items. Since different work items perform the
memory accesses, many addresses of global memory are loaded multiple times. Redundant
access of global memory has a bad impact on performance.
A more efficient way is to load the required data into local memory, preceding the stencil
computation. Thus, every address of global memory is only accessed once in a a within
work group and the stencil computation is applied on local memory. The loading task is
usually executed in parallel by the available work items of the work group with the goal
of approaching a uniform workload. Stencil computation usually requires a larger memory
region than the size of the work group, therefore a border of memory remains to be loaded.
This border is often called the apron or ghost pixels. In this example we use a stencil kernel
with a radius of one, hence an apron of one memory block remains, as shown in Figure 7.6.
The loading of memory that lies in the apron introduces several control flow statements
in the code and leads to branch divergence and idle work items. In order to keep branch
divergence minimal, the algorithm uses a memory loading pattern that bundles the same
control flow in separate warps whenever possible.
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Algorithm 7.1: Conditional structure of the implementation of the Sobel Filter example of
NVIDIA’s OpenCL SDK [NVIe].
1 kernel sobel_kernel(read_only image img, global float ∗ out, int iDevImageHeight,
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
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34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42 }

int iImageWidth) {
int iImagePosX = get_global_id(0);
int iDevYPrime = get_global_id(1) - 1;
if((iDevYPrime > -1) & (iDevYPrime < iDevImageHeight) & (iImagePosX <
iImageWidth)){
}
else {
}
if (get_local_id(1) < 2) {
if (((iDevYPrime + get_local_size(1)) < iDevImageHeight) & (iImagePosX <
iImageWidth)) {
}
else {
}
}
if (get_local_id(0) == (get_local_size(0) - 1)) {
if ((iDevYPrime > -1) & (iDevYPrime < iDevImageHeight) & (get_group_id(0)
> 0)) {
}
else {
}
if (get_local_id(1) < 2) {
if (((iDevYPrime + get_local_size(1)) < iDevImageHeight) & (
get_group_id(0) > 0)) {
}
else {
}
}
}
else{
if (get_local_id(0) == 0) {
if ((iDevYPrime > -1) & (iDevYPrime < iDevImageHeight) & ( (
get_group_id(0) + 1) * get_local_size(0) < iImageWidth)) {
}
else {
}
if (get_local_id(1) < 2) {
if (((iDevYPrime + get_local_size(1)) < iDevImageHeight) & ((
get_group_id(0) + 1) * get_local_size(0)) < iImageWidth) {
}
else {
}
}
}
}
if((iDevYPrime < iDevImageHeight) & (iImagePosX < iImageWidth)) {
}

7.2. Visual Exploration of Control Flow in Image Processing
Figure 7.7a shows that the initial load of memory has one block offset in comparison to the
naïve approach. The naïve approach would need separate border handling for the top part of
the apron and bottom part. Using the above mentioned offset eliminates boarder handling for
the top part. The bottom part of the apron now consists of the connected rows, as highlighted
in orange in Figure 7.7b. The highlighted region exactly matches the number of work items
within one warp and can be processed without further introduction of conditional statements.
This reduces the occurrences of branch divergence in the execution of the algorithm. The
complete memory copy approach consists of seven steps:
(a) Shift the initial naïve mapping of work items to memory by an offset of one to the top,
as shown in Figure 7.7a. Each work item then fetches the required data from global
memory and loads it into the highlighted local memory region.
(b) Using the above mentioned offset enables the last two rows of the work group to process
the memory load of the two bottom rows within one warp without introducing new
conditionals, as shown in Figure 7.7b (highlighted in orange). This warp fetches the
required global memory and loads it into the last two rows of the local memory region.
(c) The left and right border of local memory are still remaining. The rightmost column
of work items is used to load the leftmost row of local memory without the last two
blocks, as shown in Figure 7.7c.
(d) Corresponding procedure to (c), just for the left column of work items, as shown in
Figure 7.7d.
(e) The two blocks currently accessed memory the lower left are loaded by the two active
work items on the right side of the work group, as shown in Figure 7.7e.
(f) Corresponding procedure to (e), just for the two active work items at the lower left of
the work group, as shown in Figure 7.7f.

7.2.2

Visual Exploration using the Overview Histogram

A closer look at the overview part of the branching view (see Figure 7.8) shows that the
first six bins of the histogram already represent the majority of the work items. Hovering
over these bins from left to right creates the pictures presented in Figure 7.9. These images
provide insight into the behavior of the program. Comparing the resulting highlights (see
Figure 7.9) with the abstract described execution of the algorithm (see Figure7.7) reveals a
direct correspondence with the illustrations. For instance, Figure 7.9a shows the highlighted
image created by hovering over the first bar of the histogram, which is the branching executed
by the majority of work items. Examining a red block in the image, shows that this block
reflects the same pattern as shown in Figure 7.7a. In particular, the load of a big block of
memory and the gap of two blocks in between. The highlights of thinner lines in Figure 7.9a
correspond to the loading of the lower two rows of local memory, as shown in Figure 7.7a.
Similar correspondences also occur in the remaining figures.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

(f)

processed local memory

active work item

unprocessed local memory

passive work item

currently accessed local memory
Figure 7.7: Outline of an efficient pattern to load a region of local memory using the work items
that are required for a stencil computation. The size of the work group is [16,8] and the region
of the local memory is [18,10]. Steps (a) through (f) illustrate the access pattern that is used to
load the memory.

Our example demonstrates that, in this case, the visualization provides insight into the
behavior of the algorithm. With the first examination of the overview, the user gains a
”feeling“ for the behavior of the algorithm. It facilitates the understanding of an unknown
implementation, as well as the debugging of a known implementation to find erroneous code.
Further, it aids in rapidly iterating over variations of the algorithm.
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work items

40000

30000

20000
111001
13888
10000

0

(a)

(b)

Figure 7.8: Overview of the control flow in an image processing example. Each bar of the
histogram depicts a different control flow. The height of the separate bars indicate the number of
work items that execute a certain branching pattern. Hovering over a bar, as highlighted in the
image, colorizes the corresponding pixels in the image. It also shows the label of the bar with
the binary encoded branching pattern (top of label) and number of work items that execute this
branching pattern (bottom of label).

7.2.3

Visual Exploration using Proxy Warps

Proxy warps support the investigation of occurring branch divergence. In this analysis, we
use various work-group sizes ([4, 8], [8, 8], [16, 8] and [32, 8]) for the execution of the
algorithm to compare different results of proxy warps. The chosen sizes vary in the first
dimension, due to the reason that these changes stronger influence the mapping of warps on
work items. Warps are mapped horizontally along the first dimension. If the first dimension
of the work-group size is not a multiple of 32, some warps have to be split to fit into the work
group.
Figure 7.10 and 7.11 show the resulting proxy warps for the different work-group sizes.
The number of color-coded regions of each proxy warp directly show the number of containing
branching patterns. The first few proxy warps are usually the most important ones, since
they are the ones that represent the largest number of warps. This number is depicted in the
middle of the proxy warp representation. The proxy warps that contain the majority of warps
have in most cases the greatest influence on performance, hence they are sorted accordingly
in the visualization.
Figure 7.10a shows the different proxy warps for a work-group size of [4, 8]. The majority
of the warps (1860) are represented by the first proxy warp. It contains six different regions
(six different colors of the donut-chart), which represent six different distinct branching
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patterns. Consequently, 1860 warps diverge and all of their work items have to execute
the six different branching patterns, potentially leading to a poor performance. Using the
code highlighting, shows that the different branching pattern occur due to different border
handling of the local memory region. Increasing the work-group size to [8, 8] (see Figure
7.10a) already leads to an improvement, so that the largest proxy warp with 960 warps
only contains three different branching patterns. The second biggest proxy warp with 900
containing warps though still has four distinct branching patterns. Increasing the work-group
size to [16, 8] and [32, 8] shows only minor improvements.

7.2.4

Discussion

Our first use case has shown that the branching histogram linked to the input image and
the source code view, provides rapid insight into the behavior of the algorithm (evaluation
criterion 1). With only little knowledge about the algorithm the user can understand how
the border handling is realized. The highlights in the image depict the different control flow
patterns and map directly to the above described outline of the algorithm (see Chapter 7.2.1).
By linking the corresponding patterns to the code the user additionally understands how the
behavior is realized in the implementation.
Furthermore, the investigation of the proxy warps has shown that an increase of the
work group size reduces the number of warps that suffer from branch divergence (evaluation
criterion 2). Nevertheless, performance analysis is always a multi-objective problem. Increasing the work-group size may decrease branch divergence, but also influences the memory
throughput. The size of the local memory has to change according to the work-group size.
The provided tools are supposed to be used in combination with existing tools that provide
further information about performance. In the next example we demonstrate how the proxy
warp visualization works in combination with the memory view.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

(f)

Figure 7.9: Visual exploration of branching behavior using an image processing example. Red
highlighted areas show a distinct branching pattern. The highlights provide a rapid insight into
the different control flows of the implementation and lead to a better understanding.
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(a) Proxy warp result using a work-group size of [4,8].
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(b) Proxy warp result using a work-group size of [8,8].
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Figure 7.10: The illustration shows the resulting proxy warps in the case of an image processing
example. Increasing the work group size from [4,8] (a) to [8,8] (b) shows that the largest
proxy warp in each image (the first one), decreases from five distinct branching patterns to three
(shown by the color encoded regions of a proxy warp). However, visualization (b) still a large
proxy warp containing 900 warps with five distinct branching patterns.
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(a) Proxy warp result using a work-group size of [16,8].
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(b) Proxy warp result using a work-group size of [32,8].

Figure 7.11: The illustration shows the resulting proxy warps in the case of an image processing
example. Increasing the work-group size from [16,8] (a) to [32,8] (b) shows only minor
improvements in terms of branch divergence.
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Visual Exploration of Parallel Reduction Implementations

Parallel reduction is a well understood algorithm and optimizations for GPUs are well documented [Har07, AMDc]. Although reduction is a fairly simple concept, parallel implementations thereof are much harder to comprehend. The algorithm is frequently used in education
as an example to explain GPU optimization strategies.
In this case study we demonstrate the usage of our framework for the visual exploration
of different implementations of parallel reduction. We show how the visual exploration can
reveal bank conflicts leading to a better understanding of optimization strategies. With the
use of our source code annotations, we investigate the memory accesses of one variable
during the execution.

Level 0

Level 1

Figure 7.12: Kernel decomposition splits the result in several invocations of the kernel. This
decomposition is applied to achieve a global synchronization during the computation. Our
visualizations of the reduction algorithm show only the first work group of the first invocation
level, as highlighted above, since they all show the same behavior.
The examples presented in the following are ported versions of the reduction implementations of NVIDIA’s OpenCL SDK [NVIe]. We use a work-group size of 64 and a global work size
of 1024, which results in 32 warps. The illustrations presented in Figure 7.15 and Figure 7.17
show only the first work group. Since parallel reduction exhibits a highly repetitive access
pattern the visualization of a small subset of work items is sufficient. The parallel reduction
implementation uses kernel decomposition (see Figure 7.12), which splits the result in several
invocations of the kernel. This decomposition is applied to achieve a global synchronization
during the computation. The complete execution of the parallel reduction uses several kernel
invocations resulting in several pyramidal reduction levels. We only show part of the lowest
level of the reduction pyramid in this example, indicated with the red rectangle in Figure 7.12.
The different implementations progressively make changes to the code for performance
improvements. The first step is the same for all variations and loads global memory into local
memory, to achieve efficient access of subsequent instructions:
local float sdata[64];
int tid = get_local_id(0);
sdata[tid] = g_idata[i];
barrier(CLK_LOCAL_MEM_FENCE);
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//
//
//
//

allocation of local memory
retrieve load index of work item
load from global memory into local memory
synchronize local memory within a work group

7.3. Visual Exploration of Parallel Reduction Implementations
The synchronization barrier at the end ensures that the transfer to local memory is completed
before the code continues. After the local memory is loaded the implementations continue
differently, as shown in the following.

7.3.1

Reduction Version 1

Algorithm 7.2: Reduction Version 1: This reduction determines which work items are active
by using the modulo operator. This operator is very expensive on GPUs, and the interleaved
inactivity means that no entire warps are active, which is also very inefficient [Har07].
1 kernel reduce0(global float ∗ g_idata, global float ∗ g_odata, int n)
2{
3
local float sdata[64];
4
@watch sdata;
5
// load shared mem
6
int tid = get_local_id(0);
7
int i = get_global_id(0);
8
if(i < n) {
9
sdata[tid] = g_idata[i];
10
}
11
else {
12
sdata[tid] = 0;
13
}
14
barrier(CLK_LOCAL_MEM_FENCE);
15
for(int s = 1; s < get_local_size(0); s = s*2) {
16
// modulo arithmetic is slow!
17
if ((tid % (2*s)) == 0) {
18
sdata[tid] = sdata[tid] + sdata[tid + s];
19
}
20
barrier(CLK_LOCAL_MEM_FENCE);
21
}
22
// write result for this block to global mem
23
if (tid == 0) {
24
g_odata[get_group_id(0)] = sdata[0];
25
}
26 }

The first version of the reduction (see Algorithm 7.2) is implemented using a loop with
interleaved memory addressing. In the first iteration step, every second work item handles
the first reduction step by reducing two elements of the local memory. In the next iteration
step, every fourth work item reduces two elements from the previous result. The following
iteration steps repeat this step with every 8th, 16th and 32nd work item, respectively. The
usage of only every n-th work item and the interleaved addressing of the memory becomes
clearly visible in our visualization of memory accesses Figure 7.15a.
The algorithm uses six iterations for our case of a work group size of 64. The memory
accesses of the six different iterations are directly visible in our memory visualization through
the six different regions in between each row of synchronization barriers. Our proxy warp
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16

16

Figure 7.13: Proxy warps for parallel reduction version 1 with a work group size of 64.
visualization also reflects the iterations with six distinct regions, as shown in Figure 7.13.
The proxy warps have the same visual appearance, however, hovering over the dark green
bar reveals that one proxy shows different evaluation of the last conditional in the code:
// write result for this work group to global memory
if (tid == 0) { // only for local id = 0
g_data[get_group_id(0)] = sdata[0];
}

This part of the code writes the result of the reduction back into global memory. Only the
first work item of each work group executes this task. Due to this reason, the two warps of
every work group (see Figure 7.13) show a different branching pattern.
Furthermore, this view reveals that all 32 warps suffer from branch divergence. Increasing
the work group size does not change this issue, only results in slightly different proxy warps.
Figure 7.14 shows this for a work group size of 128.
Algorithm 7.3: Reduction Version 2: This version uses contiguous work items, but its interleaved
addressing results in many shared memory bank conflicts [Har07].
1 kernel reduce1(global float ∗ g_idata, global float ∗ g_odata, int n)
2{
3
local float sdata[64];
4
@watch sdata;
5
// load shared mem
6
int tid = get_local_id(0);
7
int i = get_global_id(0);
8
if(i < n) {
9
sdata[tid] = g_idata[i];
10
} else {
11
sdata[tid] = 0;
12
}
13
barrier(CLK_LOCAL_MEM_FENCE);
14
// do reduction in shared mem
15
for(int s = 1; s < get_local_size(0); s = s*2) {
16
int index = 2*s*tid;
17
if (index < get_local_size(0)) {
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18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26 }

sdata[index] = sdata[index] + sdata[index + s];
}
barrier(CLK_LOCAL_MEM_FENCE);
}
// write result for this block to global mem
if (tid == 0) {
g_odata[get_group_id(0)] = sdata[0];
}

16

8

8

Figure 7.14: Proxy warps for parallel reduction version 1 with a work group size of 128.
The interleaved addressing always results in branch divergence. However, hovering the
individual regions reveals an interesting aspect. For half of the work items (blue region) the
conditional in the code is always false:
if ((tid % (2*s)) == 0) {
sdata[tid] = sdata[tid] + sdata[tid + s];
}

and for all remaining work items (remaining regions) it is true:
if ((tid % (2*s)) == 0) {
sdata[tid] = sdata[tid] + sdata[tid + s];
}

This statement where the conditional is false corresponds exactly to the work items (every
second) that appear inactive in Figure 7.15a. This leads to the idea behind the next version
of the algorithm, in particular, to pack this branching behavior into one warp instead of
spreading it over all warps.

7.3.2

Reduction Version 2

This version of the parallel reduction (see Algorithm 7.2) replaces the statement in the
inner loop that causes the branch divergence. The idea is to change the code, such that
the same branching behavior is packed into the same warp. The resulting visualization
in Figure 7.16 shows that with this version of the reduction only half of the warps suffer
from branch divergence. The gray proxy warp shows warps that do not suffer from branch
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Figure 7.15: Two implementations of the parallel reduction algorithm: The visualization in
image (a) shows that interleaved inactivity of work items occurs. Image (b) shows that work
items of one warp are either all active or all inactive.
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divergence. The work group size is too small to completely pack the same branching pattern
into separate warps. Increasing the work group size again to 128 shows no more resulting
proxy warps, meaning branch divergence is completely removed. The access structure shown
in Figure 7.15b also directly visually indicates a more compact distribution of the memory
accesses in regard to different work items.

16

16

Figure 7.16: Proxy warps for parallel reduction version 2 with a work group size of 64.
Algorithm 7.4: Reduction Version 3: This version uses sequential addressing - no divergence or
bank conflicts occur [Har07].
1 kernel reduce2(global float ∗ g_idata, global float ∗ g_odata, int n)
2{
3
local float sdata[64];
4
@watch sdata;
5
// load shared mem
6
int tid = get_local_id(0);
7
int i = get_global_id(0);
8
if(i < n) {
9
sdata[tid] = g_idata[i];
10
} else {
11
sdata[tid] = 0;
12
}
13
barrier(CLK_LOCAL_MEM_FENCE);
14
// do reduction in shared mem
15
for(int s = get_local_size(0)/2; s > 0; s = s/2) {
16
if (tid < s) {
17
sdata[tid] = sdata[tid] + sdata[tid + s];
18
}
19
barrier(CLK_LOCAL_MEM_FENCE);
20
}
21
// write result for this block to global mem
22
if (tid == 0) {
23
g_odata[get_group_id(0)] = sdata[0];
24
}
25 }

However, this implementation may have removed branch divergence, but as mentioned above,
performance optimization is always a multi-objective problem. The changes in the code
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introduce memory bank conflicts. Using the memory view and hovering over a memory bank
field, as indicated in Figure 7.17a with an arrow, reveals several bank conflicts. Each level
between two synchronization points has two read and two write accesses to the same memory
bank. The next version of the parallel reduction algorithm deals with this issue.

7.3.3

Reduction Version 3

The previous implementations use an interleaved indexing of the local memory, which
consequently leads to bank conflicts. The third implementation of the parallel reduction
(see Algorithm 7.4) uses sequential addressing instead. The iteration loop is changed in
order to base the indexing of the local memory on the work item id. Since only indexing is
changed, the static image of our memory view does not change, shown by the comparison of
Figure 7.17a and Figure 7.17b. However, hovering over the first memory bank reveals that
the bank conflicts are resolved. The highlighted memory accesses in Figure 7.17b do not
occur concurrently.

7.3.4

Discussion

This case study shows the visual exploration with the combination of the memory and
branching view on the basis of competing implementations of the parallel reduction algorithm.
The investigation of the first version of parallel reduction clearly shows the arising issue
of branch divergence (evaluation criterion 2). We also show that the code branching view
in combination with the code highlighting provides significant hints to the source of the
performance issue (evaluation criterion 1) and even indicates ideas for improvement. The
performance increase is also directly reflected by comparing Figure 7.15a and Figure 7.15b
(evaluation criterion 3). Figure 7.18 shows the actual performance of the three different
version of the parallel reduction. The setup uses 256.000.000 elements for the reduction and
we have measured the performance on a desktop computer using a NVIDIA Quadro 6000,
Intel Xeon X5675 @3.06 GHz and 32 GB RAM. The results show that the work-group size
has the most significant influence on performance. The measurements indicate a consistent
performance difference of the three different versions of parallel reductions over all tested
work-group sizes. However, the performance compared between version 1 and version 2
shows the largest difference. Tests with different numbers of elements (25.600.000 and
256.000) show the same order of difference between the implementations.

7.4

Conducting of a User Study

In order to further evaluate our system we plan to conduct a quantitative user study to show
that our system supports the understanding of parallel programs. The actual conduction
would transcend the scope of this thesis but we describe the basic design here. Although, our
system is broadly applicable for understanding, debugging, profiling and presenting parallel
programs, we focus in our study design on educational scenarios where our system is used
for educational purposes to explain well-known optimization strategies for parallel programs.
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Figure 7.17: The visualization of the two implementations result in the same image. However, the
interactive visualization reveals that the implementation shown in (a) results in bank conflicts
while sequential addressing in (b) resolves these conflicts.
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Figure 7.18: The kernel execution time in ms for different implementations of parallel reduction
using 256.000.000 elements. The measured time only includes the first invocation of the kernel
(see Figure 7.12).

7.4.1

Hypotheses

Our hypotheses for the user study are:
H.1 Participants will be able to understand parallel programs more efficiently. We assume
that our visualizations provide fast insight into the program’s behavior and hence improve
the understanding of the algorithm.
H.2 Participants will be able to understand the relation between the implementation and the
performance. We assume that the linking between the source code and our visualizations
will improve the understanding of the performance impact of competing implementations.

7.4.2

Participants and Apparatus

Since the targeted user group of our systems lies in education we plan to achieve a possible
large number of participants by recruiting computer scientists students, preferably balanced
in gender and progression of study. We require that all participants have normal color vision
(not color-blind) and are familiar with OpenCL to have the minimal background knowledge
to participate in the study. The user study should be conducted using a desktop computer or
laptop with sufficient GPU capabilities.
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7.4.3

Tasks and Procedure

A set of different implementations of the same algorithm will be shown and the participants
will be asked perform different tasks. After each task, the participants should fill-out a
questionnaire with several questions where they are supposed to respond on a 7-point Likert
scale. In order to measure the subjective workload we take the first six questions from NASA
Task Load Index [HS88]:

• How mentally demanding was the task?
(1 = very low, 7 = very high)
• How physically demanding was the task?
(1 = very low, 7 = very high)
• How hurried or rushed was the pace of the task?
(1 = very low, 7 = very high)
• How successful were you in accomplishing what you were asked to?
(1 = perfect, 7 = failure)
• How hard did you have to work to accomplish your level of performance?
(1 = very low, 7 = very high)
• How insecure, discouraged, irritated, stressed and annoyed were you?
(1 = very low, 7 = very high)
• How mentally demanding was the task?
(1 = very easy, 7 = very hard)
• How easy was it to understand the algorithm?
(1 = very easy, 7 = very hard)
• How easy was it to comprehend the design choices of the implementation?
(1 = very easy, 7 = very hard)
• How easily were you able to relate between the implementation of the program and
corresponding performance?
(1 = very easy, 7 = very hard)

Experimental Design
The study is a mixed between- and within-subject design with the tools (our system or
a simple code editor) and difficulties (complexity of the presented algorithm) as factors. The
tool is a between-subject factor, which means that we provide both tools to every participant
for the execution of the tasks. The difficulty is a within-subject factor since we do not want to
present the same algorithm twice to the same participant. The outcome would be influenced
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since the participant is already familiar with the algorithm from the first investigation (practice effect). Our measurements of each task are accuracy (correct or incorrect), efficiency
(completion time), and the subjective responses to our questionnaire.
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CHAPTER

Conclusion and Future Work
The utilization of the GPU for general parallel computations and the provision of general
interfaces to parallel hardware, as provided by OpenCL and CUDA, has functioned as catalyst
for parallel programming. The parallel-computing paradigm has also become increasingly
prominent in many research domains. However, parallel programming is still a complex and
tedious task due to its concurrent nature. The implementation of efficient parallel programs
requires deep knowledge about the underlying hardware. Additionally, the execution of
parallel programs is often seen as black box, where only input and output are known, but
only little is displayed about the execution of the code.
During the course of this thesis, we have presented a novel approach that uses visual
explorations to reveal the inner behavior and execution of parallel programs. Our contribution
comprises three components:
(1) the definition of a DSL for writing kernel code,
(2) a source-to-source compiler that performs just-in-time compilation of the DSL to fully
instrumented OpenCL code, and
(3) an interactive visualization explorer based on the D3 visualization framework.
We have developed a DSL that provides support for fast prototyping of parallel programs
and additionally offers annotations for a task-specific investigation of the execution. The DSL
is embedded in our framework, which lets us hide the common setup and boilerplate code
that is usually required from the user. Data transfer between host and compute devices is
also handled automatically and does not appear in the DSL. This helps the user to focus on
the implementation of the algorithm and its investigation. Furthermore, the user benefits
from the fast turnaround time of our language, which is a combination of an interpreted and
just-in-time compiled language. The presented code annotations serve as a simple method
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for a specific selection of objectives the user wants to explore. These may be memory access
patterns, diverging control flow or any kind of manually specified data. The DSL makes it
possible to link the data directly to our visualization system.
The basis of our DSL is a source-to-source compiler that interprets the code of the user
and compiles and executes an OpenCL kernel. The compiler translates the code annotations
into fully instrumented OpenCL code. This enables to produce traces ,e.g. of memory
accesses or the evaluation of conditionals, during the execution of the program. However,
the instrumentation of source code has the disadvantage that it does not take into account
any optimization made by the OpenCL compiler, which we discuss further in the following
future work.
We have presented two visualization views that facilitate the exploration of memory
accesses, as well as the exploration of control flow. In order to link our views with the source
code, we perform a static analysis of the code that creates a semantic model containing its
structure. Our memory view encodes software, synchronization, as well as the hardware
architecture. We have shown that the connection of the execution and its interaction with
the hardware provides useful insights into the understanding and the performance of the
investigated implementation. Furthermore, we have shown that the aggregation of similar
behavior in a unified visualization achieves a clearer and more structured overview, as in the
case of proxy warps.
During the evaluation of our approach, we have presented two use cases that demonstrate
our system. The first use case features the exploration of control flow using a typical image
processing example with stencil computations. Thereby, we have shown that the execution
behavior of the program is directly reflected in the our visualizations leading to a better understanding even with little knowledge about the code. The analysis of our visualizations has
shown that they depict similar patterns as outlined in the algorithm description. Additionally,
we have presented the usage of proxy warps, which offer immediate visual cues about branch
divergence occurrences in the execution.
The second use case has illustrated the exploration of memory accesses on the basis of
different implementations of parallel reduction. We have demonstrated that the memory
accesses are illustrated in a clearly structured overview. Furthermore, we have shown that
performance differences of the different parallel reduction implementations are reflected in
our visualizations.

Future Work
In the future, we would like to extend the scalability of our approach with the introduction
of new features. For instance, our overview of memory accesses presents every single access.
Large numbers of events would overwhelm our visualizations, resulting in a large scrollable
area. We would like to overcome this limitation by either implementing new overview views,
or by meaningful aggregations of events.
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We intentionally based our approach on user-defined traces through instrumentation,
although, the information of hardware counter and hardware samples would be beneficial to
complement input for our tools. Thereby the user could define own traces of events. This
would make our approach extendable regarding the recording part of the application. Our
approach of user defined data extraction currently supports only simple arrays. It would be
advantageous to provide the means for more complex structures.
The instrumentation on the source code level of OpenCL limits our approach in two ways.
First, we do not consider changes the OpenCL compiler performs to the code, e.g. through
optimizations. This could possibly influence memory accesses and control flow. Second,
our approach only supports OpenCL. We would like to extend our system to support CUDA,
which requires either the implementation of a new parser with including instrumentation, or
the usage of existing instrumentation tools. The instrumentation could also be applied on a
binary-level using Parallel Thread Execution (PTX). PTX is the virtual instruction set targeted
by NVIDIA’s CUDA compiler, as well as OpenCL compilers.
Furthermore, we want to extend our approach from specializing on the investigation of a
single kernel to the investigation of multiple kernels. Visualizations that encode the behavior
of multiple kernels and their interaction could provide useful insight. Another interesting
aspect is the investigation of the usage of multiple compute devices in one application and
additionally the investigation of the program execution on GPU clusters instead of on single
GPUs.
An interesting idea that emerged during this work is the utilization of our visual exploration
approach for educational purposes. This puts more emphasize on the understanding part our
system provides. We would need to extend our visualizations in a sense that also “simpler”
interactions of the algorithm is visualized. Our use cases partially point in this direction. For
instance, the parallel reduction use case provides a comparison of competing implementations.
Additionally, the image filtering use case illustrates the required steps that are taken to handle
memory accesses of stencil computations. An extension of the second use case for education
could let the user interactively chose different stencils and observe the changing behavior
of an adapting algorithm. Furthermore, we want to illustrate different types of hardware
architectures and thereby visualize their impact on and interaction with the algorithm.
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